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Ang Mga Manggagawa 

(Batay sa isang pintura sa o/,eo 
ni Victoria C. Edades) 

Ang napasimulan nang may matibay 
Na katiyakan 
Ay dinadala sa ganap 
Na kawastuan. 

Ang mga bago at mabisang 
Pamamaraan 
Ay pinatitibay 
Nang walang gulo 
0 kaingayan. 

Nguni't bakit 
Nakatigil 
Ang mga bagon 
Ng pag-unlad? 

Sapagka't pagkatapos na bagtasin 
Ang malapad na kalawakan 
Ng mga bukirin at himpapawid, 
Ang bawa't manggagawa ay tumutulong 
Upang matapos ang 
Matagal datapwa't 
Matagumpay na gawain ng paghahanda 
Sa maaaring hinaharap na 
Na mga araw ng salat. 

English translation by the author: 

The Workers 
(After an oil painting by 
Vict.orio C. Edades) 

What was begun with 
Steady precision 
Is being brought 
To perfection. 

Without fanfare or noise, 
The new and effective 
Ways of doing 
Things are being 
Consolidated. 

But why have 
The boxcars of 
Growth grounded 
To a halt? 

Because after having crossed 
The wide expanse of 
Field and sky, 
Each worker contributes 
To complete 
The tedious but successful 
Enterprise of preparing 
For the possible 
Lean days ahead. 
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THE PACITA ABAD 
INTERVIEW 
by Corazon C. Fiel 

Pacita Abad has led a charmed life. She 
lives in a charming house. She has a charming 
and supportive husband named Jack Garrity. 
She goes wherever Jack goes, something 
many ordinary wives, tied to· eight-to-five 
household chores, can't do. 

With Jack, she travelled far and wide in 
the old-fashioned, romantic way. Riding on the 
roof of a cranky old bus snaking through the 
perilous Khyber Pass. Squatting on the bare 
floor somewhere in the African wilds with a 
bare-breasted woman who drank from a bowl 
of cow's blood mixed with water. Hitch-hiking 
along the hippie trail - through Istanbul, 
Tehran, Kabul and Karachi - when pocket 
wars and civil wars were still unheard of in 
that exotic part of the world ... a time so re
cent, yet seemingly far removed from these 
troubled times. 

And people are charmed by her, this dark, 
smiling woman lugging along her canvas and 
paint brushes even ' to the farthest corners of 
the world. Weaving magic with a gay burst of 
colors. Painting scenes ... images of people we 
read about but have never met - the blank 
stare of a Khmer refugee, the dignified beauty 
of India's sari-clad women; the proud, 
haughty Masai warriors. 

Pacita paints the world as she sees it, as 
she feels it. Never mind if it's just a spot of 
greenery, or a slice of a mountain, or a 
laughing face. One can't help but touch her 
paintings, tracing a searching finger along the 
lines and the curves, turning them upwards, 
downwards, even sideways, holding them 
against the light, feeling them. One can't help 
but be drawn to touches of life caught, like 
still frames, in her canvasses. 

And women are perhaps happy that this 
woman, already a famous artist in her own 
right, has capped a first, being the lone woman 
to bag a TOYM. 

TOYM stands for Ten Outstanding Young 
Men, a yearly search for the best and the 
brightest by the Philippine Jaycees. One of 
the few, true-blue male preserves. And Pacita 
Abad, one of 1985's TEN, dared break 
through the sexual barrier - braided plaits, 
trinkets and all. 

Gee ... what a charmed life. 
But, aieee, here lies the rub. One dis

cordant note from a disgruntled critic. Paul 
Zafaralla, male, screams hysterics over 
Pacita's TOYM. Why, he asks scathingly, 
"give an award to a woman despite the fact 
that her works are not outstanding? ... they are 
still in the kapakapa stage." 

A flurry of articles in protest of, then in 
defense of, Pacita's TOYM. Through it all, 
Pacita is silent, as if undisturbed by the storm 
of controversy surrounding her TOYM. And 
more talks behind her back. · Certainly very 
b-i-t-c-h-y talk. 

Item: The very aggressive approach to 
publicity surrounding her exhibits. Many 
people among the local art community are 
whispering: Is Jack Garrity, husband and 
manager, behind all this? 

"I didn't know any of the judges. They were very strict. And 
besides, the chairman of the board of judges was none other 
than Jaime Cardinal Sin." 

Item: When Pacita had an exhibit at the 
Pinaglabanan Galleries, husband and 
manager Jack asked for several hundred 
separate invitations, which he then sent out 
separately to the expat community, with press 
releases about artist-wife, despite the fact that 
artist-wife was only one of five artists showing 
at that time. 

Heavens, the brickbats are enollgh to melt 
the wax inside one's ears! But, hear! hear! 
Pacita remains unruffled; Ja.ck Garrity is tak
ing it all in stride. 

But has she got anything to say at all ... 
like damn the critics? 

Pacita smilingly narrates the cir
cumstances surrounding her getting a TOYM. 
"Well, last year's screening committee asked 
me if I would be interested in applying for the 

I 

awards. You see, I didn't know anything 
about the TOYM. Remember that I've led a 
gypsy life for a good 12 years before I came 
back to this country three years ago. They 
asked me about my cultural achievements, 
how these would influence brother Filipinos." 
Why did she think she won? 

"I won because for the past year, I've done 
two major shows: the MOPA (Museum of 
Philippine Art) exhibit which had over 120 
paintings; and the LUZ Gallery exhibit. And 
I've had group shows all over the place." 

Pacita points out that her MOPA show 
was very significant. "It said plenty of the 
kind of work I did." She enumerates, "There 
were 15 paintings of the Kampuchean 
refugees, seven works on the people of Sto. 
Domingo (Dominican Republic), works on the 

pie of Bangladesh and twenty 3x6 meters 
~rapuntos, abstract works, silkscreens, and 

huge mural, 18 feet long, of the Kampuchean 
8 " 

refugees. TOY "I d'dn't k She goes back to M: 1 now 
y of the judges. They were very strict. And 

:sides, the chairman of the board of judges 
as none other than Jaime Cardinal Sin." 

;ith Sin as Judge of the judges, what error, 
hat sin could have been committed? "And 

~en. (Fidel) Ramos was one of the judges, I 
was told." 

However, Pacita must have heard about 
the shenanigans in the past searches for 
TOYMs. But last year's TOYM, she was 
assured. would be different. "They said there 
was going to be a clean-up; that they're gonna 
have a new image. I asked myself 'why not'? 
That's why I joined." 

And as for Paul Zafaralla's vicious attacks 
which were printed prominently in the Daily 
Express ... Pacita shrugs lier shoulders. 
"Critics have the right to say (all they want)." 
Js she upset? She looks up. "I do not get 
upset. But," she has a but, of course, "Paul 
Zafaralla should have consulted me. He does 
not know my works. He based his judgement 
on just one of my shows." 

Zafaralla gnashed teeth and gums over 
Pacita's exhibit, which were about scenes 
from her native Batanes, at the Small Gallery 
of the CCP. And when' Panorama went to 
Batanes, the Sunday magazine quoted a local 
official who said that Pacita did not seem to 
know much about her native province. 

"That," laughs Pacita, "grew out of my 
painting of the I vatans tying the ropes of their 
houses on banana stalks." Pacita studies her 
nails intently, as she asks quietly, "How can 
we have artistic license? Why can't I make a 
person blue when I feel like painting him 
blue?" 

Oh, but can't she see that Paul Zafaralla 
and company are turning angry red over her 
Batanes paintings, over her TOYM, and over 
the fact that favorite artist Ramon Orlina was 
left out in the coid during last year's awards? 
"It's unfair," she protests, "to compare me to 
Ramon Orlina. We have different approaches 
to our art. But I have a healthy respect for the 
man." 

She could have said that this man Zafaralla 
protesteth too much ... End of subject. Could 
she, however, impute any motives to all the 
vitriol coming her way, casting cloud and 
thunder over reputation and work? "Motives? 
I can't ... " she shakes her head first slowly, 
then vigorously. "All I do now is work harder. 
I'd rather that my works would speak for 
themselves." 

As for Jack Garrity, "aggressive PR ... ", 
"It's interesting. People do come to me and 
ask me straight if I have a PR. But I'm just 
organized. I prepare a month before a show." 
How to make a show was well-learned by 
Pacita during her student days at the Univer
sity of San Francisco where she majored in 
history. She used to be a curator of an art 
museum. And Jack ... thank God for Jack. 
"He's supportive. Every wife needs 11 sup
portive husband. Who else would manage my 
life?" 

"Artists easily get depressed. They have 
many 'feeling down moments'. Jack is my 

"I like where my art is headed, where it's going. I feel that 
there is improvement. I like being free ... to play with colors. " 

arch-critic." But Jack ruI)ning the PR side, 
well, "People can conclude anything but with 
hard work, somebody will eventually 
recognize you. You might be dead ten years 
from now. Look at Van Gogh. He had a sup-

' portive brother who supplied him with canvas 
and paints even when he was going crazy." 

Jack, an economist connected with the 
Asian Development Bank, heartily admits 
that he's behind his wife's success. "We've 
always worked as a team. People may .think 
that what I'm doing is a case of 'over
marketing'; But it's more like careful plan
ning." The strategy involves putting a mailing 
list together and looking for a place to hold the 
show'. "Looking for the right gallery is not 
always easy. We," he looks fondly at his wife, 
"choose as many galleries as possible to ex
pose her works to a wider variety of people. 
Now, once a show is set, we prepare the press 
kits." 

Putting up a show, indeed, takes a lot of 
preparation. It's not just a matter of calling as 
many friends and acquaintances to, please, 
'grace us by your presence', you know, that 
sort of thing. ,Tack sees to it that press kits are 
ready _and handy. "We include her bio·data, 
some press clippings, a backgrounder on her 

show, and five-by-seven photos of Pacita. I 
don't call up every newspaper editor to follow 
up on the press releases," says he em
phatically. 

Earlier this year, Pacita staged a show at 
the Pinaglabanan Galleries which had a 
decidedly political flavoring. There was the 
Globe Steel factory strike, Ninoy sprawled on 
the tarmac, street vendors selling Malaya and 
Mr. & Ms .... Pacita, once widely known for her 
apolitical stand, seemed to have many things 
on her mind about what the heck was going on 
in her native country. "There's political tur
moil here," she says cryptically. But why go 
political in her art, in her works? "Why 
shouldn't it be the case?" With her Pinag
labanan exhibit, the artist in her wanted to 
make a big political statement through her 
paintings. 

But, say some of those in the know, Paci
ta 's Pinaglabanan show did not garner as 
much enthusiastic response like her MOPA 
and LUZ exhibits. Pacita gives a small smile, 
"Did that question come from Michael 
Adams?" She shakes her head, amused. 
"Michael seems to be probing me on that 
one." 
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"But the shows at Pinaglabanan and at the 
CCP, for that matter (which also reportedly 
drew a laconic response), were very important. 
In: both shows, I was making a statement. 
Like that CCP show on Batanes." 

"I came from Batanes and I wanted to 
paint my hometown, my roots. And with the 
Pinaglabanan show, I wanted to do a social 
commentary on the Philippines today; 
although. Michael, (who's running Pinag
labanan with wife Agnes), initially wanted me 
to do a show in the line of my paintings on the 
Kampuchean refugees. Maybe, there were just 
a few. buyers, but I received a lot of publicity 
for that show." 

But the CCP and Pinaglabanan exhibits 
are not really geared towards a new artistic 
direction for the first woman TOYM awardee. 
"I'd rather play seriously with my trapuntos." 

Pacita's trapuntos, which adorn almost 
every corner of her neat Pasay home, are 
rather unusual. They look more like huge 
tapestries, joyously and vividly painted on 
canvas cloth or muslin. Painting with acrylic, 
it's more than just using a paint brush or 
swish-swishing figurs and images. Often, she 
sews on the images using assorted materials 
like cowrie shells, tiny mirrors, puwit ng baso, 
buttons, rick-racks, recycled jeans, shreds of 
Jack's old batik shirt, strips of lace and 
whatever-else. Is she somehow deviating from 
strictly painting ... rather, is she getting into 
some sort of craftswork? 

"I consider my trapuntos as paintings 
because of the manner of how they were ex
ecuted. I still paint on canvas. Now people 
may call it whatever they like. But no, it is not 
just craft. It is art. Besides, I start my trapun
tos by painting on them." 

Pacita describes her kind of art as "so free, 
colorful and spontaneous, regardless of sub
ject matter. It's coming from deep inside me." 

She does not attach any labels to it. "It's a 
style," she gropes for words, "which is no 
style." But, she admits, she went through a 
stage when she was influenced by the Ex
pressionists. "Then another stage came when 
it became neo-expressionist. And like my 
trapuntos, my paintings were heavily in
fluenced by my travels." 

Every contemporary artist cannot rightly 
claim to be an original inventor of a certain 
artistic style. The world has become so small 
that people readily borrow from other 
cultures, enriching their own worlds. Pacita, 
so well-travelled, speaks of the strong in
fluences that helped shape her art. "The works 
of Zainul Abedin of Bangladesh who did a 
huge mural on the poverty of the Bangladesh 
people. Kathe Kollwitz in her series of works 
on the Nazi era in Germany. And I love the 
colors of Edouard Munch, especially his pain
tings on the workers of Norway. 

"I am interested in street people, basically, 
wherever I go. Street people tell me all about 
the lifestyle and the culture of a certain city, a 
certain country. I see this in the way they 
work and play from day-to-day." 

Now on why she did a series on Batanes at 
this stage of her career, Pacita says: "I love 
Batanes. I've travelled to over 70 countries. 
but I have this deep love for my roots. I 
thought that with my art, I should pay tribute 
to my hometown." The best time to pay 

homage to a never-forgotten hometown is 
now, when she's here. "I've been away for a 
long time." 

She adds: "It's nice to look at Batanes 
from a painter's point of view. I s·ee the beau
ty, the richness ... what better way is there to 
show my love for Batanes than painting?" 

These works on her hometown are very 
personal to her. "Done with a lot of feeling." 
How would her works differ, will she please ex
plain, from the 'Mabini' paintings of provin
cial scenes? Pacita grimaces. Her paintings, 
she fu:mly emphasizes, are not meant for com
mercial use. "The 'Mabini' paintings are too 
sleek." Yes, unfeeling. Devoid of twis~s and 
surprises. So unlike the great paintings. 

"Painters should feel for their subject. L" 
Tagore." The great Indian poet and writer 
such a grasp for words that he moved rna 

· men. ("Oh God, let me not bow before insole 
might"). Pacita raves ecstatic over Tagore t 
painter. "His paintings are indescribab 
When I saw them; they gave me goose bum 
They exude so much feeling." 

In the near future, Pacita is off again 
foreign climes. "I've got several shows to 
staged outside the Philippines." Right no, 
however, Pacita is neck-deep in painting h 
friends. "Some are abstractions of experien 

· I've had with intimate friends." 
"I like where my art is headed, where it' 

going. I feel that there is improvement. I · 
being free ... to play with colors." 

Being free ... But, really, where would s 
like to be? Boston? New York? India perhaps 
Or just keep on roaming the world like a gal 
vagabond? With a mind so much broaden 
by travel, with so many friends all over t 
world, could there be room for native count . 
in her heart? Pacita's eyes flash brief!) 
against the sunlight. "I have not changed In) 

Philippine passport. I coulc:i easily be 
American.' Easy. Because Jack is kano, I . 
League Harvard, USA-born. "But I'd rath 
be known as a Filipino painter, wherever: 
am." 

Or would she like to be known as a wo 
painter? "I'm just a painter, period," s 
shrugs. She asks, should there be any · 
ference between men and women who sha 
and revel in the agony and ecstasy of paint 
ing? Although she concedes: "Painting is 
medium which is so male-dominated. It' 
about time women should paint seriously 
not just as Sunday painters. I do wish that 
time comes soon when women can be fina 
cially independent with whatever they d 
and that includes painting." 

Pacita says that she does not co 
scientiously shy away from subjects co 
cerning the Every Woman. Would she like 
do a series on women like many worn 
painters are now doing? "But whenever 
paint, I have had women as subjects." But 
woman series? "I never thought of it 
Although she thinks doing a series on worn 
is important. "In all my paintings, worn 
are always there, like in my series of works 
the Bangladeshi ... women selling vegetabl 
washing clothes, etc." 

She's just a woman who likes to pain 
And how she wishes to be free fro 
aggressively probing questions from criti 
who refuse to see the joy of life in he1 paint 
ing. "Probably, that's why painters 
basically lonely people. We want only to wo 
for ourselves." 

Pacita joyously points to both eyes: " 
these? You and I have them, everyone·d 
Our eyes are so rich.'' Rich with the thin 
we see. The beauty, the splendor, the pov 
ty, the squalor - good things and b 
things, happy things and sad things. "N 
one," she says, "no one can steal our ey 
from us.' ' 

Yes, but not anyone can paint what th: 
see. And painters like Pacita, God bless th . 
tribe, can see what lies behind things int 
cruel world, things which many of us, sadlY 
do not see and feel with our eyes. 

Interview with David Medalla 
south Hill Park, Bracknell, 

Berkshire 
10th November, 1982 

(Continuation) 

Jun Terra: In visual t~nns , could you describe 
how you did this Piranesi piece? 

David Medalla: The one in Pavia I used 
minimal aids. WheQ I arriv~d in Milano, 
alntost all my things were stolen. I took 
the night train fl'bm Rome and they gave 
you a disposable bedsheet to sleep on, 
a beautiful blue bedsheet, and I found 
strangely enough on the Corso Massimo a 
beautiful bamboo Venetian blind painted 
green. So I used it like a curta in, as in 
the Kabuki, and the bedsheet I wound 
around me like a turban , at the same time 
I used it to make me look like a scorpion 
by projecting different lights on it. The 
piece was magical because it was perform
ed at night, and I used both artificial 
illumination and the natural light from 
a full moon. I was able to convey the 
idea of this person lost in dense woods. 
I moved a lot of people and artists because 
after this performance I got more invita
tions. I did one at Piacenza , about the 
Maga Circe, of the enchantress who turned 
Ulysses' m~n into pigs. Again in this one 
I showed the negative role of the media 
of turning people into pigs by making 
them mere consumers. This performance 
was done using a lot of objects. But I did 
not want this simply to be a negative 
statement about the media so I chenged 
the ending of the story. When Ulysses 
finally liberates his men - in the myth it 
was done simply as an adventure story -
I used actual quotations from Gramsci 
when the men get liberated . At Piacenza 
I had tanks - Piacenza by th~ way is where 
they manufacture tanks - little toy tanks 
operated by remote control which moved 
towards the audience with their little red 
flags. It shocked people. The performance 
was presented in a very beautiful theatre 
called the Filodramatico which is a kind of 
Rococo theatre . 

J.T.: What performances did you do in Venice? 
D.M.: In 1981 I d id a performance following that 

of Lovato Guerrino, called "The Voyages 
and Somersaults of the Pilgrim 
Monkey". 

J.T.: I take it this is your latest work? 
D.M.: Well . not really. This piece I conceived in 

the study of Louis Aragon. I used to visit 
Aragon when I was in Paris during the 
winter of 1980, and we became close 
friends . On several visits I did impromptu 
pieces for him and as response he used to 
do recitations for me. One d ay' he chanted 
for me his translations of the poems of 
Petrarch which he had done during the 
Second World War. He was a resistance 
fighter , you see, and he drifted down to the 
south of France. Because he was a personal 

"The piece was magical because it was performed at night, 
and I used both artificial illumination and the natural light 
from a full moon. I was able to convey the idea of this person 
lost in dense woods. 

friend of Matisse and Picasso, he wanted 
to help the two of them. Food was getting 
scarce even in the south of France. it was a 
wartime. He used to cross the border to 
Italy and exch anged Matisse and Picasso 
drawings for chocolates with the American 
soldiers. Picasso and Matisse were famous 
among Americans even then , but not 
among the French. The officers were only 
too glad to have their drawings. 

In order to make his cover believable , 
he had to learn Italian which was not easy 
for a Frenchman . for although the 
languages were very close. rather like Ger· 
man and English. it was not so easy. He 
decided the best way to learn Italian was to 
translate Petrarch, because Petrarch had 
the most dulcet Italian . the most perfect 
Italian. When the war ended he had a 
whole group of Petrarch 's sonnets which 
Picasso illustrated. I think the book was 
publ ished by Skira. 

So one evening in January '1981 in 
the study he spent the whole hour and a 
half reciting the poems to me in French . J' 
read the Italian - he has a beautiful voice . 
a real troubadour's . Then one evening a 
young Persian poet . Hamid whose father is 
a famous scholar came . Then I said 10 

them. you know I used to r<'ad a lot of 
translations of Persian poems into English 
and how wonderful it is that t ranslations 
which can never be like the original can 
give you an insight. 

I will never be able to learn Persian and 
thes~ different languages but at that 

moment , my interest for different cultures 
came back and I decided while sitting 
down - Hamid and Aragon were discuss
ing orher things - I recalled an incident in 
Firdausi's poem about Alexander the 
Great. How two artists were g iven this task 
of painting one half each of a dome and 
the Greek artist painted a very realistic 
portrayal , while the Chinese sim ply polish · 
ed his half. which gave me an insight into 
two d ifferent cultures . One believing in the 
realistic enumeration of reality in the 
Aristotelian sense . the other was interested 
in the Taoist cosmic whole. both really 
rather important. One cannot have one 
without the other . so I used that as the 
basis of the initial text. 

I completed the text for the per
formance in a mask workshop in Venice 
where they manufacture all these wonder· 
ful masks. and Guerrino and I decided to 
do an event at the Academia di Venezia. 
Emilio Vedova arr<1nged the event for us . 
In order to tell the story I invented this 
monkey which was inspi red by a detail 
from a painting by Veronese of Alexander 
the Great - the painting is at the National 
Gallery in London the family of Darius 
before Alexander the Great. 

In this painting there· is a monkey 
seated on a brick wall. and behind him are 
two Greek columns. By using the devise of 
the monkey I was able to go back and forth 
in time and go to different spaces. The 
work as it has now evolved is so long 
because from the story I could make 
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monkey somersault through time and 
space like I had him in the presentation I 
did at the boulevard Raspail. I made the 
monkey go forward in time from ancient 
Greece to the 20th century France where 
he meets a boxing kangaroo which was 
brought to France by Australian soldiers 
fighting in the First World War. This 
kangaroo was bought by a circus - they 
had a circus in Montmartre, and this 
kangaroo was an attraction with La 
Goulout of Toulouse Lautrec. So every 
somersault refers to an artistic problem . 
Then at another time the monkey goes to 
Veqice, 17th century, and meets the 
rhinoceros painted by Pietro Longhi and 
he also goes to New York in the mid -Fifties 
at the height of the abstract expressionist 
movement. 

J.T.: So the work is still evolving. 1 

D.M.: Oh yes, although each episode is integral 
and self-contained . Because I want it as a 
whole series of reflections on the problem 
of culture and by using the monkey I can 
use other animals which appear in art. I 
am thinking of the monkey somersaulting 
to 17th century Holland and meeting the 
elephant painted by Rembrandt. 

J.T.: Animals are of course common in oriental 
au. They are in sculptures, paintings. and 
reliefs on temple walls, and they are in
vested with godlike and human qualities . 

D .M.: Yes. You have Hanuman , the monkey god 
and Ganesha, etc. But what I am speci 
fically interested in is actually examining 

aesthetic problems. All the incidents are 
very allusive and I use hundreds of masks. 
In the New York sequence, monkey enters 
a cinema. It is the first time he has been 
inside a movie house. I examine the prob
lem of moving pictures. And the film 
being shown is "King-Kong" so I wear a 
King-Kong mask. That piece is performed 
with operatic music. Very incongruous. 

J.T.: What attracted you to performance art? Is 
it the flexibility of the form? 

D.M.: Yes. that's it, and all its ephemeral 
qualities. The flexibility is something that 
unites different forms of art. It is like a 
photo-modem opera. The birth of the 
opera in Venice and Florence was really 
the unity of painting, declamation and 
music. With .new technology, like video, 
something I have not really looked into, we 
will now be able to record much more 
instantaneously certain ideas. Situations 
tend to be very ephemeral, but I think that 
the one thing with performances is that one 
can relate many things, history, music, 
literature and mythology, and poetry in a 
very intimate and entertaining way, in a 
humanising way especially in urban situa
tions. I shall be doing less and less per
formances though because I am at the 
moment interested in doing a series of 
paintings. 

J.T.: What made you decide to concentrate cin 
painting again? 

D.M.: When I was in Rome I performed one of 
my series of the Talking Statues of Rome at 

the Ponte Milvio. This is one of the brid 
over the Tiber where Constantine defeat 
Maxentius, and this defeat meant t 
emergence.of Christianity from an outlaw 
ed religion to a state-organised and even 
tually supported one. Just before the bat 

. tie, King Constantine was supposed to ha1 
seen the sign of the cross. As you know, i 

was the mother of King Constantine, th< 
Empress Helena who werit to the Ho~ 
Land and found the fragments of the trut 
cross, an event we celebrate in the Philip 
pines in our Santacruzan - I used to love 
it - in which our Reyna Elena is a youn 
girl instead of an old bitch of a woman 
and our Constantino, a little boy. In 
reality he was a rather clever, opportunistic 
and ferocious emperor. 

Anyway, this actual incident was paintel 
in beautiful frescoes by Piero de la FrancCSCI 
in Arezzo, which I went to see again. I sa• 
these frescos many years ago and to see thert 
again was stunning. Because the subject d. 
the frescoes was the true cross. They begii 
with the idea that the actual cross was thl 
tree of paradise , and was used in the templt 
of Solomon etc. One of the major painting, 
in the frescoes is the Battle. Now, in one d. 
the Holy years, 1525, I think , Piero de ll 
Francesca was invited to paint some fresco(! 
in the Vatican. These are now lost. He ats,l 
did some at Santa Maria Maggiore, thl 
church dedicated to the Virgin Mary ii J.T.: 

Rome, and there he must have become in· 
terested in the myth, the Ponte Milvio. 

"I would like to look back, recapitulate action painting of 
the Fifties, which was very energetic but became easily man
nered, like the Tachists and the second-rate abstract express
ionists, Pollock and people like that. " 

publish his novels but this will be very 
much later on. I am giving myself a five
year plan. The Capri one will be very much 
easier for me because I can go to Capri . 
For the Spanish one I hope to go to Spain 
- one has to soak in all the atmosphere , 
you can't do it on weekends. Secondly, I 
want it to be a new type of painting. 

Now another artist I am interested in is 
Antonello da Messina who comes from the 
other end of Italy, Sicily. He passed by Rorrie 
on his way to Flanders. In Flanders he im
bibed two things. the use of a very realistic 
detailed way of painting, and the beginning 
of the use of oil painting. People then painted. 
in fresco or tempera. Antonello then went 
and stayed for a while in Venice, and inspired 
a lot of Venetian artists. It was most likely 
that Antonello and Piero did meet because 
there is hint of jt in Vasari and other 
documentary records . 

D.M.: Yes. And these are very beautiful incidents of J.T.: I espied you starting on a painting in your 

Where they met is curious. Antonello 
learned perspective from Piero, and Piero 
learned some kind of psychological portrayal 
from Antonello. So I decided to construct an 
incident where they met at noon on this 
famous bridge where the great battle which 
eventually established Christianity occurred. 
It was noon on this one day of the vernal 
equinox . And I evolve the story in such a way 
that the story is told by An Angel of the Meri
dian , a statue which I imagined existed, and 
the angel observed the meeting of these two 
artists . of two different minds, both of whom 
were trying to understand reality. And in that 
one moment , because they shared the same 
passion for truth, there was this immense 
kind of revolution that both of them ushered 
in the arts. So that was one of the stories. In 
the Voyages of the Pilgrim Monkey. I had to 
construct the story of the friendship between 
a young Greek artist and an old Chinese 
master and from that point on I began to be 
interested in friendships. 

There are enmities and there are friend
ships. When one listens to the media , or .reads 
the papers, one meets all these conflicts going 
on, conflicts in Poland . conflins in Afglla · 
nistan , conflicts in the Falklands, conflicts 
everywhere. People love to fight , I suppose. I 
am not a pacifist, in no way. but I also like 
harmony. Leonardo was interested in con

flicts and battles. I , incidentally, did a 
work based on Leonardo called "Truth is 
the- only daughter of Time". Then I told 
myself, it would be interesting to do a 
whole series of paintings called "Parables 
of Friendship". Because in the mythologies 
and history of mankind you have stories of 
famous friendships - that for example of 
David and Jonathan, a very celebrated 
one. (Now I have started a program for 
myself. I am starting a painting on the 
meeting between Antonello and Piero in a 
room). There was the friendship between 
Tito Schipa and Beniamino Gigli 
sopranos tend to be rivals, tenors tend to be 
friends for some strange reason. Now Gigli 
would say Schipa was the greater tenor. It 
was the same with Caruso and McCor
mack ... 
Caruso would say McCormack was a much 
greater singer than him. but McCormack 
would say, no, Caruso );Vas greater ... 

friendships to try to work on. studio at South Hill Park. What is it? 
J.T.: Why did you choose the medium of painting D.M.: That is the Recollection of Piero de la 

this time to convey your ideas? 
D.M.: Because I think, (a), I want them to have a 

stable form, not necessarily a static one. 
There are so many aspects of this theme 
which I want to examine, and to do them 
as a series of performances would just not 
be feasible .. A spectator would not be able 
to see these aspects, it would be most 
confusing. But if I had a whole series, 
rather like in the Renaissance where they 
had programmes, a whole series on virtues 
and vices, etc , I thought it would be a 
wonderful challenge. So far , at this point 
in time, I want to do, say. pairs of 
paintings on friendship: the friendship bet
ween father and son - Rubens was very 
friendly with his son, and Rembrandt too 
with his son, not in a Confucian filial piety 
sense, but they were really friends. Rem
brandt was very poor and it was his son 
and his second wife who organised his life 
so he could paint. And there was a beauti
ful friendship between Michelangelo and 
Vittoria Colonna it survives in poems 
and letters where this rather misanthropic 
aged artist full of terribilita became a 
friend of this woman married into one of 
the great families of Rome, and who was 
a confidant of Lucrezia Borgia, because 
they shared the same ideas. Then there is 
the £riendship between Emily Dickinson 
and the novelist Helena Jackson who 
wrote "Ramona ... 

J. T.: Are these the friendships you are going to 
portray in your paintings? 

D.M.: Yes. From mythology , history , literature , 
music , from every area of life. And the 
grandest of these paintings which I want to 
do is a very interesting grout, of friendships 
- the school of Capri, it is called. In 
Capri , at the beginning of the century. 
there was a group of Russian exiles , Gorki, 
his publisher Pianitski, Gorki's mistress 
who was an actress and Lenin. They were 
all friends. It was an interesting moment 
in time when they were not burd~ned with 
the running of something like the Soviet 

Union. 
J. 1 .: This was the lime when they were evolving 

and trying to fuse together the elements of 
a new culture and society. 

J.T.: 

Francesca and Antonello da Messina; the 
exchange they had between the egg and 
the doughnut . the void and the plenitude, 
the full and the empty. So in fact the space 
it occurs in is a room and yet also the view 
of the outside of the room. It is very pro· 
grammed in a way and the style is the 
result of a very conscious desire to synthe
size two apparently opposed styles in 
modern painting , Mondrian's ver 
tical / horizontal dynamic equilibrium on 
the one .hand , and Matisse's coloured 
arabesques, two major artists of the twen
tieth century. And I think from what you 
saw, I am really trying to find how these 
two could link together. So this is a very 
synthetic type of painting. The Rem
brandt and Rubens one is very clear in 
mind. I want it to have contre-jeu , one in 
the morning, one at twilight two dif
ferent qualities of light. Finally the Indios 
Bravos one, I would like to do it not just 
in a symbolic way. Blumentritt was a 
botanist, and I was thinking of bringing 
in huge details of flowers , and part of this 
huge painting I will paint with actual 
swords. I might have to study swordfight
ing. for that is what they used to do then . 
I would like to look back. recapitulate 
action painting of the 50's which was very 
energetic but Became easily mannered, 
like the Tachists and the second-rate 
abstract expressionists, Pollock and people 
like that. 
That is always the danger. New forms 
introduced in art one(' embraced by the 
Establishment soon become sterile , man
nered. It is like a fata l embrace or the 
proverbial kiss of death. 

D.M.: Yes, because they become commodities. It 
is very interesting to note that someone like 
Tiepolo looks back centuries before him 
and learns from Veronese. The strange 
thing. in fact, about modern art is the con
stant changes of style , as if style had an 
auto-destruct element. 

J.T. : You mean self-obsolescence. 
D.M.: Yes, auto·obsolescence, a built-in one. I 

am trying to go against that grain. I think 
it is stupid to destroy what was discovered 
from Manet onwards, by all these pioneers 
like Matisse and Malevitch and all these 
great artists . 

D.M.: Yes. Apart from that I also want to do a 
painting on the group of the La Soli
daridad and Indios Bravos, Rizal, who 
were they ... ? 

. J .T.: Probably the way to go about it is to hark 
back to the classics and make use of their 

J.T.: Lopez Jaena, the Lunas, Marcelo de! 
Pilar ... 

D.M .: Yes, and I want to include Blumentritt 
and his friendship with Rizal. I don;t want 
it to be just a documentary record, but an 
examination. That friendship was very im
portant for Rizal. Without Blumentritt's 
support Rizal would not have been able to 

resources. The classical works live on and 
will continue living. 

D .M.: And they knew ho,w to use the past. Some
one like Velasquez could look at Cara
vaggio and Rubens and beyond them. and 
be able to learn from them. That is what I 

J.T.: 
intend to do. 
Bravo! 

7 
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Outline for Reviewing The 
"Avante-Garde" 

by Marian Pastor Roces 

I missed the first act. The day David Cortez 
Medalla cursed ("A bas les philistines!") the 
Cultural Center of the Philippines with 
placards, banner;i, Red-ish rqetoric and a col
lection of either idealistic . or heat-seeking 
artists, which was the day in 1969 when the 
CCP opened and Governor Ronald Reagan 
and Nancy were in town, that d11y, I am told, 
in the First Quarter Storm-y weather, a new 
art was a-oor'ning. 

2 

"Avante-~arde" wa'sn't yet what it was called. 
Why -not:- seems to me a good hindsight ques· 
tion, as,avante-garde acquired its pedigree in 
the storming of the Bastille, and would have 
been drop-dead' appropriate for a metaphoric 
event with military and political inflections. 
Not having been privileged participant or 
witness however - I was light years away in 
Batangas high school - I hesitate now to ven
ture solutions to this and other puzzles. Such 
as: what was Hollywood doing there at the 
morn of our cultural renaissance? (And: does 
this question have a deep moral dimension?) 
Or: was Ninoy Aquino, CCP's terrible adver-· 
sary, sympathetic to the artsy-fartsy cause? 

Or: was the demonstrating corps possessed by 
the nascent political temper-of-the-times or 
were they late-blooming Age of Aquarians? Or 
both? Or neither? Or indeed: why is it said at 
all that some metastatic germ was deposited 
on the CCP's front lawn that day, that would 
find monster maturity in tpday's, say, Ronnie 
Lazaro? 

3 

Sometimes it sounds fairy tale. Though not 
untrue, the recollection of this event has taken 
on a once-upon-a-time quality. It tends to be 
spoken of with the same hushed chauvinism 
my ex-MNLF friend would affect when he'.d 
let on that he was with "The First 99". Still, 
this is probably not a trivial matter. The 
prescient anti-CCP rally was important 
precisely because it was emblematic, and a 
great deal of art history is really all about 
reified things. 

4 

1970. Alan Rivera, using the pseudonym 
Reneg Ado, made an untitled work using 
white acrylic paint on untreated canvas and a 
manifesto, for the "Artists in Revolt Ex
hibition" at the Solidaridad Galleries. 

5 

The group flittering around Medalla was call

ed Arts Laboratory, and of them, those to still 

be seen in action are Lazaro Soriano and J un 
Terra, aside from Rivera. They exhibited ui 
places like the Operations Brotherhood Head. 
quarters in Sta. Ana, and of course SoU. 
daridad, shows with a definite left-of.center 
political pitch. Mainly though, the season's 
dramatic charge was provided by MedaUa 
himself. The man's credentials were for reaJ, 
none of that Philippine-embassy-circuit 
posturing for the press release splash back 
home. During that long ago visit, his "Bubble 
:-1achine" had already made it to the currently 
important anthology (Gregory Battcock's 
"Minimal Art"), picture and all. ,t was the 
sori of thing that could command attention. 

6 

1970. Bobby Chabet made a work called "Art 
Idea", which was documented as a "con
struction" .and exhibited at Joy T. Dayrit's 
Print Shop. 

7 

1970. Bobby Chabet also made a work called 
"Mister Morton Scharnberg, Baroness Elsa 
Von Loring Hoven, God aud Other Purple 
Passages; A Manifesto in the Form of 

•Trophies, Plaques, and Other Irrevocable 
A wards For All Occasions, Or Darling Down 
The Drain", which was a painted metal con
struction, exhibited at the CCP Main Gallery 
in a show called "Sculptures". 

Johnny.,Manat,an in "Smoking - 17 Attempts at Furious Expelling 
of Smoke," Group Exhibition, Luz Gallery, 1975 "Black-out" by Nap Jamir. 1974 

8 

1970. The group called Liwa~ay Recapping 
company made a work called "Illuminations" 
which they called "a situation", consisting of 
projectors, spotlights, black lights, printed 
acetate, cut-out tracing paper, suspended mir
rors. suspended bits of aluminum foil, interior 
tires painted pink, foam rubber, crepe paper, 
and a tape recording system, exhibited at the 
CCP Main Gallery. 

9 

Medalla left for London and other parts 
unknown, onwards to becoming Philippine 
art's cult hero assoluto. The way things work
ed out here might be described as that subtle 
point in a screenplay where conflict is intro
duced. Chabet, who as first CCP Museum 
Director changed the venue of the self
conscious new art from the exterior to the 
interior of the CCP, left museum-running and 
official culture-mongering, to assume full guru 
status at UP Fine Arts. Ray Albano rushed in 
to fill the vacuum left by Chabet at the CCP 
with a speed and tenacity that will shame an 
atom in fission. He became self-proclaimed 
nouuPlle enfant terrible, and many artists 
swore that the nouvelle enfant part should be 
dropped. This was the early 70s, although I 
doubt that any significant insight might be 
had from meditating on the chronology of 
these developments, which appear now as 
though configured upon seamless paper. The 
reference points were indeed the dramatis per
sonae Chabet and Albano, who provided a 
kaleidoscopic intramural display, the kind 
that no movement or sport can go without. 

10 

Things began to really happen (to use the 
appropriate period word) as opposed to merely 
bubbling like so much effluvia from the 
activist mainstream. "Avante garde" stuck, 

"We were all quite innocent of the basic and irrevocable 
formula of all of Western art: no words, no feedback loop, 
therefore no validity,· therefore no art. " 

though uneasily. (Nap Jamir II preferr~d "der
riere".) The term had just the right weight of 
pretension required to describe the newest 
horde to corner the market on radicalism. 
These ·were the Martial Law years. The 
political- guerillas were either underground 
and silent, or fast metamophosing into techno
crats. The counter-culture people either 
spaced-out in the 60s and never returned in
tact, or they were becoming Ermita myths, 
very inspiring. Clearly there was space in 
which to grow. 

11 

1972. Danny Dalena made a work called 
"Playpen" which consisted of burnt plastic 
plates, for the Thirteen Artists Exhibition, 
CCP Main Gallery. 

12 

1972. Yoli Laudico made "Toothpaste" out of 
welded metal and assorted toothpaste, for the 
Summer Exhibition at the CCP. 

13 

1972. Yoli Laudico did "The Environment:. 
Sounds and Lights" with pre-recorded sounds, 
projected slides, acetate, dye, used films, 
acids, charcoal, paper hangings and mirror, for 
a group exhibition at the UP Fine Arts pro
jection room. 

14 

1972. Johnny Manahan made "I Will Breathe/ 
Scale in Time: 1:27/Components: Plastic Bag 

Covering Head, CO2 and 02, photopaper", in 
which he recorded himself by photographs and 
videotape, for the Thirteen Artists Exhibit, 
CCP Main G,allery. 

15 

1972. Joe Bautista made "Salup-Salop" of 
mineral sand, cheesecloth and bamboo sticks 
for the Thirteen Artists Exhibition. 

16 

At random, the materials us~d included: paper 
bags, water in plastic, slashed vinyl sheets, 
bread, cheese, ants, IBM magnetic type, con
duit pipes, marbles, colored kites, painted 
wood, cement, rope, rubber mat, rusty GI 
sheets, nylon stockings, dirt, dry leaves, 
cigarette butts, candy wrappers, apples, crude 
oil, Foto-Me cut-outs, banana leaves, adobe 
blocks, scrap metal. black lights, drops of 
strawberry scent, reeds, tables, chairs, bird 
cage, pop bottles, fried egg, wood coffins, wire, 
soap suds, hairnet, magic slate, starched 
clothes, dolls, Xerox prints, egg crates, air, 
clay, mosquito net, rubber slippers, tea kettle, 
electric fan, car, refrigerator, and many others 
which decomposed and left no evidence-,. 

17 

Among those who were doing works in this 
genre in the 70s, aside from those already 
mentioned, were: Susan de la Rosa-Aragon, 
Genara Banzon, Mars Galang, Rudy Gan, 
Ileana Lee, Be_njamin Libre, Red Mansueto, 
Litz Nievera-Benipayo, Mario Parial, Judy 
Freya Sibayan, Eva Toledo, Fernando 
Modesto, Huge Bartolome, Butch Perez, Mon 
Rabito, Santi Bose, Pandy Aviado, Joy 
Dayrit. 

18 

The piety! Many of the artists were true 
believers, full of the best anti-art,.anti-money, 
anti-permanence, anti-sacred. anti-social devo
tions. Everyone read Artforum, even those 
who couldn't understand that intensely nar
cissistic New York glossy. Certainly I - new 
apostle of the faith after joining the CCP in 
1974 - scanned the words and pages with 
something akin to the giddiness of sexual 
initiation. Understanding, of course, wasn·t 
the point as much as the metaphoric com
munion with the American mainstream. And 
so people like Joseph Kosuth, Walter de 
Maria, the many Richards (Diebenkorn, Serra, 
Long), and the many Roberts (Rauschenberg, 
Morris, Mangold, Smithson), etc. etc. became 
hyper-real presences, friendly ghosts. It was 
pretty hardcore stuff, involving the kind of 
earnestness a Marxist or a charismatic might 
recognize. 

19 

Johnny Manahan, "Finally Resting", Luz Gallery 1975. Actually, I think only two people then had the 
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kind of mind - extremely academic, encyclo
paedic; anal-compulsive is apparently the 
word to use now - needed to fully com
prehend what was going on in American art: 
Chabet, who teaches this sort of thing, and 
Manahan, who took up doctorate courses in 
Art History in Berkeley when a lot of this fer· 
ment was brewing in the US. It was obviously 
an egg-head art which self-destructs without 
the companion Heavy Texts. Judy Sibayan 
recalls Chabet assigning Tom Wolfe's "The 
Painted Word", and everyone tried to steal 
the single copy in Thomas Jefferson, other· 
wise having to read the thing in ten minutes. 
It was absurd, and even more so because a 
momentum was at work which transcended 
the failure to grasp art history: What worked 
for the artists was a certain non-intellectual 
level of internalization. ll was amazing what 
esoteric trivia were passed around: Eva 
Hesse's brain cancer, Robert Smithson's 
airplane accident, his girlfriend Nancy Holt 
publishing his papers after the death, Lynda 
Benglis' giant plastic prick in an advertise
ment which outraged the entire Artforum 
staff into resigning (not the phallus. see, but 
the principle), London-town 's fuss over the 
Tate Gallery buying Carl Andre's bricks. We 
listened to John Cage, tried to divine Araka
wa 's book, slobbered all over the writing of 
Lucy Lippard and Robert Pincus-Witten. We 
spoke in tongues, as in "hoy, /aos na yanK 
Post-Minimalism". Why, I actually hauled my 
very pregnant self to San Francisco at one 
point, there to meet (ecstasy!) Tom Marioni, 
founder of the Museum of Conceptual Art. 
(Footnote: The only thing he said to me was 
"do you know Henry Francia?"). 

20 

1975: Danny Dalena made "Autobiography", 
which was a personal collection of objects - a 
baptism picture, love notes to .Julie, office 
memos, a depleted bank book, a check re
presenting an art award - exhibited at the 
"Shop 6 Exhibtion". °CCP. 

21 

1974. Bobby Ch.abet made "God" out of a 
bamboo pole, at the Kalinangan ng Lahi. 

22 

1974. Fernando Modesto made "Utak 
Dyolens" for the Shop 6 exhibition at the 
S1ning Kamalig grounds, out of marbles, 
drinking glasses and cotton. 

23 
1974. Red Mansueto did "Running Nudes" for. 
which he ran in the nude with another ,artist 
through the CCP Main Gallery. 

24 
The artists never quite formed a group or 
groups. An amorphous bunch. they formed lit
tle loose circles of ch,anging membership more 
or less around Chabet, who was supplying 
most of the s·cholarly · ,r high-priestly moti
vation, and Albano, who was mainly into pro
selytizing. They never pulled off the kind of 
homogeneity that, let's say, the Social 
Realists now have. There was a presence, to he 
sure, but it wasn't anything like a cafe society 
situation (I mean some of the guys never saw 

the inside of a cafe), and they certainly didn't 
have the impact of New Intelligentsia or New 
Lifestyle. At one point though, they were 
exhibiting all over the place - Luz, Silangan, 
Kamalig, Rustan's Bleue, Hilton, later at the 
Museum of Philippine Art which in the begin
ning was the Contemporary Art Museum of 
the Philippines (CAMP) - with the desired 
disturbing effect. But in Manila's art com· 
munity for the greater part of the 70s, most 
every one doing this kind of art was a babe in 
the woods. 

25 

While many of them looked like stragglers 
from Camus' Caligula, they were weird in 
unpredictable ways. There were an inordinate 
number of virgins and celibates, no leftists if 
one doesn't count the loudmouth sympa
thizers, no outlaws, no one was gay (yet), and 
as far as I know, hardly anyone was doing 
drugs in a major league way. Everyone knew 
that Fernando Modesto didn't fornicate half 
as much as his language merited. Well, in one 
instance, Monet Serrano proposed to make a 
flying leap from the hard-edge top of the CCP, 
presumably to make a good splat on the drive
way below. But all he got. for his audacity was 
a freak reputation: he mis,-ed a crucial intelli
gence. Art was the Trip, not the heavy bag
gage of life. Art history was where one 
contrived to live. The whole phenomenon was 
totally unconnected to anything but American 
art. 

26 

An American friend said sometime during this 
period that Robby Chabet is the only true 
Philippine artist. The qualification, base~ on 
current Art Mainstream standards. was that: 
he eats art. reads art, speaks art. fucks art., 
defecates art. It was said in awe. 

27 

1975. Ray Albano gave instructions for the 
creation of "Step On The Sand And Make 
Footprints" at the 9th International Print 
Biennale in Tokyo, for which he was awarded 
an honourable mention, the next award to a 
first prize, which was won by the American 
video art heavyweight Keith Sonnier. 

28 

Sometime during this period. a friend who was 
cooking in the kitchen of the Philippine em
bassy in Paris turned up the piece of wood she 
was given for a chopping block. It was Mars 
Galang's "Memory Piece" or a piece of it. 
which early in the 70s was sent to the Paris 
Biennial. The difference between the destinies 
of Galang's and Albano's works. separated by 
about half a decade. might he noted with some 
curiosity. The Albano feat might he imagined 
in the same scale of things as Gary Valenciano 
winning (had he won) the Tokyo Music 
Festival. And then: two years after Albano. 
Romulo Olazo won a similar prize in the same 
Biennial for a hook-form version of his acetate 
silkscreen prints. 

29 

The belief system that sustained the frenetic 
art-making was based on a certain Philippine 
art version of. believe it or not, nationalism. 

There was this hyper.consciousness about 
local art finally, ecstatically moving in 
synchrony with New York, San Francisco, 
Tokyo, and possibly even pushing "ahead", 
more progressively that is, than Paris, Lon
don, Rome. It was true, given this convoluted 
parochial logic. It might be argued that Juan 
Luna won his Gold for a retrograde academic
style work at a time when the Impressionists 
were already heroes. It was true that we were 
into conceptualism in the same five short 
years when Conceptual Art eclipsed every. 
thing else in America. With apologies to our 
cultural heroes. Albano and Olazo were really 
the ones whodunnit, despite the fact that ab, 
solutely no one who mattered cared a whit. 
Heroism, indeed, was the spirit at work: it was 
a cultural heroism that closely followed the 
traditional ambit ions nf all of Philippine art. 
but which failed to move many fnr a complex 
of reasons. 
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Leo Renesa told me that in New York once. 
Vito Acconci, famous for masturbating inside 
a gallery ("Seedbed" was the title) among 
other things, hit him. Benesa had apparently 
entered this chi-chi gallery. and this crazy 
sank his teeth into his arm. That . I gathered. 
killed any sympathy he might have had for 
artists hack home with a similar persuasion. 
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Two things went against the avante-garde. 
First, there was no discourse. and I'm 
hesitating now to even count Alhano·s 
oracular pronouncements. (In articles like the 
one titled "Are We Now Ready For The 
Avante-Garde?", he wrote" At this point. it is 
inevitable to consider contemporary Philip· 
pine art as a diversity of objectives. comma· 
cial on one hand and r,·/,·r,ant on the other.") 
We were 'all quite innocent of the basic and 
irrevocable formula of all of Western art: no 
words. no feedback loop, therefore no validity. 
therefore no art. From t he time Giorgio Va sari 
re-invented art writing in the Renaissance, the 
whole of Western art co-existed symbiotically 
with the discourse it generated. and this is a 
tradition we never had in this corner of the 
world. Second, we were such innocents, period. 
Few for no one) had the vaguest idea about the 
mechanics of power (that the association with 
the CCP will deaden any sympathy-for-the
underdog dynamics): about hype (as for in· 
stance, Indios Hravos had a deliberate Paris· 
aura. with intimations of genteel Pinoy 
radicals at the turn of the century. no less): 
about the general resistance against (not the 
art) thi~king: ahout the ess!'ntial operations of 
a rabid capitalistic so<'iety (how to run a 
gallery, how to he Y{ell-known, how to write 
and publish a hook. how to get a grant. how to 
get a de('ent art Pdu<'at ionl. 

The people I see now are a different sort. even 
t.hose who were around in the 70s. They know 
about the birds and the bees. or so it appears. 
and seem to be perfectly ('apable of machia· 
vellian machinations. 'That ·s probably a good 
sign. /J6 

The Relevance of Art in 
Contemporary Times 

by Lydia Ingle 

We are living through a perilously unstable 
period. Normal systems are in chaos, the 
economy is in a state of collapse, and peace 
and order seem just a memory of another era. 
Thus no one here can feel a sense of security 
against sudden poverty or even violent death. 
We can then all claim that we are going 
through a time of crisis. 

Let us now forget all about ourselves and 
the dismal state we are in to take a huge leap 
backwards in tiIIie to southern France or to 
northern Spain, or to north and south Africa 
13,000 - 20,000 years ago to look at man who 
lived then. 

I wish I could with authority evoke Old 
Stone Age man's life and times. I can guess 
that there were vast expanses of primeval 
forests, mountainous areas with massive rock 
formations, lakes and marshy lowlands. 
Whatever the landscape was, it would have 
been far from tame. 

The man who lived in that incredibly 
remote time had to battle the elements prac
tically naked. From woods or rocks or marshy 
thicket could spring savage animals, some of 
gargantuan dimensions. Armed with spears 
crudely fashioned from wood, bone or stone, 
man outwitted beasts of prey, hunting and 
killing them both for his self-preservation and 
for food. ' 

There can be no doubt that this elemental 
man led a short and crises-packed existence. 

Yet, safe in his hearth, a deep dark cave 
where natural light could not penetrate, he 
worked by torchlight, drawing and engraving 
with unerring linear control magical represen· 
tations of the animals he knew so well - mam· 
moths, bisons,oxen, reindeer, deer. Sometimes 
though rarely, he also made figures of hunters 
with animal heads and human bodies caught 
in the very act of launching spears at _vital 
parts of animal figures. The caveman colored 
his designs by blowing finely powdered. yellow 
ochre, reds, greys and white through a pipe. 

The caveman made vitally relevant art. To
day, it is through these vigorous creations 
preserved upon the walls and roofs of caves 
that we marvel at prehistoric man's high level 
of artistry. 

Many ancient pagan civilizations have 
come and gone since the days of the caveman. 
We know about these lost peoples and their 
civilizations through monumental finds ar
cheologists have dug up. Architecture, 
sculpture, paintings and all manner of 
artifacts from vanished eastern and western 
cultures tell their different stories of peoples 
and races, their characteristic passions and 
obsessions, their periods of war and peace, 
their religious rituals, their social practices. 
Art treasures from the unearthed Sumerian 
and Babylonian cities to the Aztec ones ·in 
Mexico bear a direct relationship to the par
ticular lifestyles of the people who created 
them. In short, ancient art, whichever the 
civilization it arose from, was always relevint 
to the people's concept of life. 

More recent history is fraught with terrible 
natural and manmade disasters, wars, 
virulent epidemics, intolerably corrupt and op
pressive regimes, religious persecutions and 
other manifestations of man's inhumanity to 
man. However, no matter how severe the 
human condition, art has never ceased to be 
produced and appreciated. 

At this point, I had best attempt a derini
tion of art. Whether the times be stable or 
turbulent, there exist eternal t ruths and 
universal human emotions and character
istics, strengths and weaknesses. Good and 
evil exist, just as radiant beauty and 
unplumbable depths of ugliness dwell in 
human nature. Physical nature itself can be 
deadly and terrifying even as it is also the 
source of life. 

Art deals with basic truths, and while it is 
largely linked with beauty and harmony, it 
can also transcend aesthetics. Art is only 
bounded by the scope of the artist's imagina
tion, and while the artist may express himself 
in terms of exquisite beauty, he may also 
choose to make brutal and even gruesome 
statements on certain human conditions. 

Rare geniuses have left us works that fill 
us with awe because their art conveys a super
natural understanding of their subject. Lesser 
talents have also left smaller legacies of their 
special sensibilities. 

Art is a sort of younger brother to religion 
in that both affect' the spirit. If we accept that 
it is in the act of creation that man comes 
closest to being like God, then we could 
perhaps also accept that art, the prodµct of 
man's highest creative aspiration, can also. 
satisfy needs that go beyond the functional ... 
a deep vicarious experience can transport us 
far away from our personal circumstances. 

Material want, physical hardships and the 
emotional insecurities they cause crush the 
human spirit. Therefore it is in times of crisis • 
that we most need reassurance that life has 
meaning. Religion can provide this assurance 
and proof of that is the filling of churches to
day to overflowing. Great art works in a 
similar way by compelling. ~s to forget 
ourselves in the act of sharing the artist's in
s.ight into God, nature and man, and the mean
ing of existence. 

Regretably art does not take a course of 
progressive development; if it did, we should 
now be basking in an artistic peak of per
fection. Sadly, the opposite is true, and the 
reason is that art is created by man's spirit 
and when the spirit is impoverished so is its 
fruit. It may also be that the machines that 
both perform for us and enslave us today 
have, by upsetting the old balance of relation
ships between God, nature and ,man, also 
fragmented art rendering it at times meaning
less. Meaningless art is irrelevant art. 

But there is also a wealth of meaningful art 
around, apart from that which can be found in 
books and reproductions. 

Art is of two kinds - the durable and the 
perishable, the only valid test for both being 
time itself. 

Every age has produced art works in 
legions. The perishable ones need not be de
meaned for their transitory character. Take 
our unique jeepney art which enlivens ex
istence for countless people. It won't outlast 
the jeep's usefulness, but it is nonetheless 
very relevant as art for as long as there are 
people to enjoy it. 

There is also good art and bad art, just as 
there is good taste and bad taste. What is 
inimical to art is that wide range of flavorless 
concoctions that get passed off for art-only
for-the-initiated. These pretentious commer
cially motivated pseudo-,intellectual explo
rations on the subject of nothing get bought 
often at ridiculously high prices by a moneyed 
class fooled into thinking that the more 
obscure the art is, the higher- its esoteric value. 
The hoax works because the naive art buyer 
does not have the confidence to trust the 
promptings of his own heart and mind. Art 
really has no relevance if it fails to touch a 
responsive chord within us. What I mean is, of 
what good (or relevance) is the Mona Lisa to 
me, even if I know that da Vinci had loved it 
dearly; that it had nearly caused a war bet
ween 2 nations; that it is utterly priceless, if I 
don't like it? -

In saying this, I don't mean that the Mona 
Lisa is worthless. All I'm trying to say is that 
if a work leaves me cold, it cannot have 
relevance to me as a person, even though the 
work enjoys a fantastic reputation, and is in
deed great art. 

The message I want to convey is that art 
can only be relevant if it means something to 
us. It is also in times of crisis that people most 
need to be uplifted or to gain at least tem
porary release from fears, anxieties, pain. Art 
can transport us to a world of people and 
places more real than those about us. It can 
give us the privilege of sharing an artist's 
mystical visions. Even the perfectly harmo
nious arrangement of simple objects can leave 
us with a beautiful sense of peace. 

Of course art appreciation needs to be 
learned, but maybe in a simpler and more pro
found way than schools teach. In the end, all it 
takes to apprec:;iate different kinds of art is to 
allow our own sensibilities to respond first to 
t he works that have immediate appeal to us. 
S1owly and gradually we can venture further 
in contemplating works accessible to us, even 
if only in the form of photographs. Conscious
ly or unconsciously we will absorb more and 
more of the essence of the works. Our atti
tudes will deepen and broaden, and in time, of 
its own accord, a door into the mysteries of ar
tistic intuition will open, and to the store of 
wonders that lies within. 

"What is inimical to art is that wide range of flavorless con
coctions that get passed off for art-only-for-the-initiated ... 
The hoax works because the naive art buyerdoes not have 
the confidence to turst the promptings of his own heart and 
mind." 
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DIARY OF A MADMAN 
JUNE, 1985 

Of Goose, Gander, The Blancos, 
and Chuck Ontal 

( 1) 

The gander and the goose are not the same 
thing. 

The gander and the ghost don't even match. 
When Daguerre introduced the photographic 

image to the world in 1839, not a few painters 
were overcome with despair. At least one 
painter was seen running through the streets of 
Paris, delirious, lamenting the death of painting. 
Which was all very funny. Except that, in years 
to come, history was to prove him right. For 
apart from its waning value as commodity and 
artifact, an abrupt end had befallen painting as 
the world knew it then. 

Recorded sound has been with us for very 
nearly as long as the photographic image. 
Edison's talking machine made recordings 
commercially viable, and therefore, widely ac
cessible. But only in recent yeijrs has recorded 
sound and its everyday use become truly 
liberalized, both in recording and playback 
modes. 

The video image, even as it becomes more 
and more accessible to everyone, will be the 
death of literature as we know it today. It is 
written on the wall. You don't have to be 
psychic to see that. Video is the ultimate 
communicational tool. It may not happen to
morrow. It may not happen in a decade. But the 
literc;1ture of now will die, as surely as did the 
painting of then. 

I'm almost sorry to have to say this. But 
literature will be forced to mutate in order to 
remain vital, in much the same way that 
classical painting had to die and give rise 
to modern painting. How far into or beyond the 
printed page that mutation will take it is 
probably anyone's guess. We can only surmise 
as to the state of " Modern literature" in the 
year 2020. One thing is certain, though. 
literature will be faced with no apparent 
alternative but to mutate successfully or 
~urrender and be assimilated into an ultimate 
dissolution of media in the traditional sense. 
And that grey space living off the spoils of 
war; that mutational limbo, is TRANSMEDIA. 
Don't look now, but it reverberates in three 
(3) near-simultaneous activities occuring in 
the month of June, 1985. 

" The Perforn'lances of June 4 " by Bandidos 
Here & Now at the Sining Kamalig Gallery - a 
night of flagrant media-mating documented on 
video and film - utilized largely literary 
devices to effect the crossover from one 
medium to another, with mutational literature 
apparent in almost all of the work . 

" BREAKTEXT", a special issue of Caracoa 
published this month by the Philippine literary 
Arts Council (PLAC). focuses on the idea of 
literary (poetic) mutation in varying degrees, 
but dealing specifically with literature still 
very much on the printed page. That the pub
lishers of Caracoa are five energetic and 
distinguished young poets who have likewise 
participated in gallery exhibitions in the past , 
seems almost a conscious affirmation of their 
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keen interest in mutational possibilities, an 
interest that probably extends beyond mere 
playfulness and a sense of adventure. 

And now we have "Story, Fantasy, Mythol
ogy", an exhibition of narrative artworks 
(with text) at the Small Gallery of the Cultural 
Center of the Philippines, an exhibition best 
seen and appreciated in the light of the 
transmedia idiom. 

It's no conspiracy. It probably isn ' t 
coincidence. That three mutation-inspired 
activities occur in the same month, organized 
by three separate groups of level-headed and 
independent-minded people, is a fact that 
anyone can wisely afford to ignore. But this 
early, we have been brought face to face w ith 
the idea of alternatives. And the viability of 
alternatives may be the harbinger of death. 
Much of what we can already see on the 
periphery - cartoons, comicbooks, narrative 
art, performance art, video art, and certainly, 
the more extreme interpretations of " break
text" - are only some of the probable avenues 
of that mutation. 

Look again. The gander and the goose are 
not the same thing. 

It's weird. That I keep hearing this persistent 
rumor that David Cortez de Medalla is to be 
blown away even as he sets foot on the airport 
tarmac. 

And look again. The gender and the ghost 
don't even match. 

(2) 

I have this recurring dream about Chuck 
Ontal's pictures. I dream that the world of the 
movies _becomes suddenly the world for real 
and everything is suddenly props. These 
dreams rate among my most fearsome night
mares. And Chuck Ontal is a really swell guy. 

Ay, there' s the rub. Chuck Ontal is Mr. 
Emphatically Nice Chuck Ontal. But his pictures 
can give you nightmares that make you wet 
your pants. Let' s make no bones about it . 
Possibly without meaning to be,J"lis pictures at 
the El Restaurant in Makati, entitled " SHOT IN 
THE BACK", are really scary pictures. 

Let me explain. Chuck Ontal is a compete 
young photographer. He appears to be in f 
control of a keen mind. He takes rather go 
pictures. He has known some decisiv, 
moments. His cropping is meticulous ano 
charged with a sense of drama. But he isn't tlie 
best photographer I know. Not yet. 

Where he aims his Canon is the essentia 
point here. For Chuck Ontal likes to take pi~ 
tures on movie sets, taking frames in intuiti1<i 
progression. Actors waiting for their cues 
Scenes not necessarily taken from t he dire~ 
tor' s point of view. Trappings of the mov~ 
trade. The emot ive. The ponderous. Thi 
bizarre. Oh, yes, Chuck Ontal' s choice r; 

subject matter, his aim, elevates him to 1 

status of significance. And sometimes, that'1 
all it takes. 

Is this a good review or a bad review? lt'1 

hard to tell just yet. 
A lighthearted note in retrospect. I kne~ 

Chuck Ontal when he was a wet-nosed k~ 
from Bacolod, t aking his savings and his Canoi, 
with him to Manila after a t ry at commercia 
photography fell short. I knew him as Captair 
Tremble. That's w hat we called him for a timt 
in our compound in New Manila. I thought he 

was sick, w ith consumption or something. He 
was a bunch of nerves. He didn' t know if he 
should go home to Negros. He thought his 
roommates were plotting his murder. He was a 
very intense young man. like Franz Kafka 
almost. 

He had this serious anecdote about the 
elephants and the ants. I never ta lked to 
him much, but whenever we chanced to 
talk, he w as forever telling me about the 
elephants and the ants. I thought he w as a 
very amusing fellow nonetheless, although 
I never understood a word he w as saying. 
Eventually, we got to talking about photo
graphy, and af ter that, w e always had 
something to bullshit about. He had nice 
new photo magazines. We became friends. 

One day, the nightmares began. Chuck 
Ontal brought his contact prints and negat ives 
to my apartment and asked me to- evaluate 
them for him as one friend for another 
friend. He . was considering the idea of a 
one-man exhibit ion at the Penguin, and it 
was a decision he had to make quickly lest 
the opport unity slip past him. I sat on those 
Pictures for tw o w eeks. I w as sure they'd be 
awful. People you like aren' t always compe
tent, and I thought Chuck Ontal was a sure 
case of incompetence. He was Kafkaesque, 
remember? 

The pictures .,;...ere brilliant. Enlarged on the 
ground glass of a magnifying lens, they 
depicted a separate reality twice removed. 
They filled me w ith a sense of innocence 
and terror. They changed my perception of 
Chuck Ontal, and in a more important sense, 
rny Perception of t he w orld at large. Despite my 
innate laziness I offered to design his 
invitations. I told him it w as imperative for him 
to Qet his pictures exhibited. 

Is this a good review or a bad review?·! agree 
With you 100% . 

"'"1..A Rl!>A ·• 

" SHOT IN THE BACK" is comprised of fur
ther incursions into behind-the-scenes 
photography. That's what Chuck's poster 
says. It is the work of a sensitive photographer 
coming into his own. 

(3 ) 

In Jerry Esmilla' s house on Ocean Boulevard 
is the most fabulous record collection t hat I 
have ever seen. Jerry has literally thousands 
of long-playing albums, nearly all of them 
in superb condition. The most amazing thing 
about all t his is that Jerry listens to every 
record in the house, on a rotational basis, and 
with the same relish for Steely Dan as for 
Pavarotti. But Jerry Esmilla is probably the 
best record critic on t he west coast. 

I mention Jerry Esmilla here because he 
would have liked the Blanco Family Exhibit ion 
at the Main Gallery of the Cultural Center of the 

Philippines - maybe almost as much as he lik
ed the Dan Flavin retrospective . at M.I.T .. 
And Jerry could always put the best of the 
highbrows to shame, and reduce them to tears. 

I admit that being there on opening night 
would probably taint his impression, as it 
did mine. I have never seen so many well
behaved kids in my life. DO you remember " The 
Sound of Music" ? Didn' t it make your heart 
sing? 

Do you remember Father Peyton's " Chris
t ian Family Hour" ? The family that prays 
together stays together. As simple as that. 
And one hell of an elusive goal for everyone 
else. . 

The Blanco Family Exhibit ion is an exhibitio.n 
with spirit. The family spirit. It speaks of a 
hospitalit y graciou.s and tatak pinoy. I truly 
enjoyed it. And I am a gorilla in the gallery . 

- Cesare Syjuco 

"This early, we have been brought face to face with the 
idea o f alternatives. And the viability of alternatives may well 
be the harbinger of death. " 
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REPORT TO MAJOR P. TOM 

Jean Marie Syjuco/SLEEPER/ 
sining kamalig/ /PEEPER/ 
new penguln gallery 

The first impression you'll have right at 
the gallery door will not be wrong. You are 
looking at a loom consisting of nylon cords 
at the ends of which hang, at some points, 
glistening plumb bobs and, at others. tilted 
wooden squares with peepers in the middle 
stuck like little lost pricks. These are initially . 
perplexing since they have been thrust right 
into' the heart of what appears like the homely 
frenzy of a basement-what with three and 
a half steep and wooden ladders stipulating 
a yet undefined relationship with what ap
parently has been sealed off above. You will 
therefore get the tautological feeling (given 
the structure of Sining Kamalig) of being 
consistently downstairs. In such a set-up, 
the peepers become the fixed points, as it 
were, of calibrating spaces - until you push 
the wooden slabs and beam and plumb bobs 
and everything swings and moves left and right 
and up and down, making the cords slack 
or more taut, and you realize even before 
you reach the three .peepers on the ceiling, 
which connect you to the upper chamber, 
that what you have here instead is a continuum 
and that what is being woven is a wakeable 
structure of perspectives caught in a game 
with the real and its contrivances. 

Upstairs, in the second chamber, are more 
nylon cords strung from floor to ceiling like 
strings of huge and frameless harps - most 
of which surround at the center two glass
like, parallel slabs with concave molds in 
them like priestless techno-altars - as well as 
peepers on more hung slabs and on the floor. 
So, all in all, you will not only be climbing 
ladders or bending over but also be squatting 
or half-squatting or kneeling or dropping on all 
fours to peek away. All this calisthenic zen 
serves to remind your body of that mundane 
ritual learned first at childhood and polished 
to efficiency later when the seduction of the 
archetypally forbidden had progressed from 

the zones of the body to the anatomies of 
the spirit and the world. Of course, in this 
particular instance, the act has been wiped 
of its risks, and the recursion becomes part 
of the fun: peepers being what they are, your 
fish-eyed view of the chamber contains the 
other "peepers" as much as they contain you. 
Such that given one sublime moment . when 
behind every peeper lies an eye and a body 
the effect could very well be Escheric: every
one looking at everybody else's looking. And 

the converse moment would be true: alone, 
you will be watched by the emptiness of which 
you form a puzzled, bemused part. 

Now the third, sealed-off chamber, given 
the above context, becomes problematic. In 
the first place, the clear alignment of the three 
peepers on the plywood doors· be~omes down
right banal, and you might feel a bit disconcert
ed and suspicious. Inside is the room where 
the artist is supposed to stay for twelve days, 
and the peepers could have been put on the 
ceiling or even the roof and you could have 
climbed on the back of Michael Adams (who 
was there on opening day) or David Pope 
(who wasn't on any day) just to get an eye 
in. As it is, looking in proved too easy. And 
besides, after the field of forms you've been 
through, that chamber is walling off some 
defined content and that should make you 
uneasy; (It also makes moot the question of 

whether the place will really be lived in or not). 

And the second thing is that you just might 
find this sleeping chamber a trifle too big for a 

single bed - unless, of course, it is taken to 
mean that the artist (in general now) must 
have room for toil or imagination or doubt. 
But then, this could be a weft of the weave of 
illusionaries you are partly 1/V..OOfed in. And 
yet, again, the gesture of the plywood walls 
remains. 

The Sleeper is, naturally, the artist who 
has expressed the intention to sleep in the 
gallery. But it could also be, on the one hand, 
the ordinary layman who has no peeper of 
his own to rouse perspe.ctives and realities, 
and, on the other hand and in the fashion 
of the times, the citizen who still cannot see 
that in this country not all angles, outside 
of art, are looked into or are accessible with
out paying the price of fatal, media-degradable 
visions. It cou Id further be the dormant gaiety 

· of things, or the plain nerve benumbed by 
twenty years of Jaw and order, to test or 

move things and let go. But this is for th 
who, at one time or another, have felt a di 
need for content like harassment or poJi 
brutality. 

For the rest, it should suffice that Jea, 
Marie Syjuco has laid out a simple envir 
ment (after much mathematics and engineeri 
that evokes simple pleasures and evinces sim 
games that needle the dichotomies of in a 
out, within and without, up and down, surf 
and depth, linear and curvilinear, perceiv 
and perceived, stillness and motion, ti 
and space. In this regard, she shares her husbafl: 
Cesare's zest for evolving a process of composi 
tion, or decomposition, that is lavishly pai~ 
taking and intensive to achieve effects that 
carry the dramatic to its Judie conclusioni 
Working at the boundaries of the manipulabJi 
(as well as the exhibitable) their works gi,1 

you a sense of extending or cajoling you, 
expansiveness, of having so much space tt 
move into, intervene, deal out, tinker with 
swing, open or shut, have fun and play littli 
games with. The structures they arrive a: 
consent to be not only tactile but readab~ 
as well - a sort of ur-verbal configuration r, 

what in another context, the French ~ 
Francis Ponge has cal led "the voice of things. 
1 n such , iconography and demystification 
their idiosyncrasy takes true form in tht 
fragile balance struck between the sophistn 
of the visual and its own nervousness and ir 
the lucidity of the Judie that their imaginatior1 
pursue to recompose and ventilate. 

SLEEPER and PEEPER are welcome 
visual pills, craftily crafted quanta of windolll 
and eyes in space. Their spare look actualh 
yields a delightful premeditated bustle ona 
you openly submit to the temptation anc 
bleep off frequencies from ground control. 

- R.M. De Ungria 

"Whot you hove here is a continuum and what is being 
woven is a wokeob/e structure of perspectives caught in a 
game with the real and its contrivances." 
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Jean Syjuco's "Sleeper" installation, first chamber,_ second level (view from she 

stairs) - Sining Kamalig 

pOPO SAN PASCUAL 
AT PINAGLABANAN 

GALLERIES 

popo San Pascual is slowly but surely 
catclling up with the lead pack among 
contemporary Filipino painters espousing the 
Realist-Expressionist idiom. His recent 
eXhibit of medium- to wall-si.zed works of 
oil on plywood contained seeds of ideas to be 
nurtured and visual gems to ?e cherished. 

p0 po San Pascual painted chairs, tables, 
cabinets, benches, piano, windows, doors 
and other domiciliary details with much 
lyricism as to be considered an extravagant 
celebration for objects that would ordinarily 
be taken for granted. The painted images are 
rendered with strong dark outlines and bright 
colors (cobalt' blue, vermillion, vibrant red) 
casting them in relief as monuments against 
the purposely neutral and subdued chromatic 
scheme of the background. 

It is not the first time that an artist has 
devoted his creative energies to record interior 
scenes but Popo San Pascual has breathed 
fresh and refreshing spirit into them. As mute 
witnesses to the daily dn!ma unfolding within 
the' room, the house furniture do have a 
story to tell and Pope's brush facilitates their 
unspoken revelations. 

Popo San Pascual moves his brush fleetingly, 
sometimes in long sinuous strokes, at· other 
times in staccato stabs; the overall effect is 
sketch-l ike but far from sketchy. For details 
are abundant and profound. 

The artist ushers the viewer into the living 
room of a house that belongs to the old-rich, 
genteel class. In " Sala" (1985). he ~spies a 
round white-topped coffee table surrounded 
by ,a three-seater lounging sofa and several 
high-back chairs. which he instantly identifies 
as antique heir-looms judging from the woven 
rattan seat of the sofa and the lyre-design· of 
the chair's back. 

With the grace of a seasoned artist, Popo 
San Pascual plays with · the visual equivalents 
of centripetal and centrifugal forces by placing 
images .close to the edges, but counteracting 
their explosive travel out of the frame by 
providing eye-catching details (tray with 
empty beverage glasses, a dark brown ash
tray with a still smoking cigarette butt) in 
the centre. Whew, this young artist does de
monstrate control when playing the game 
of courting compositional disaster. 

While the viewer's eyes sweep across this 
seemingly casual conglomeration of objects, 
Questions snap in his mind: Who were the 
room's occupants? Why did they leave so 

• suddenly? Are they coming back? 
And the bigger question is: Who could 

answer these queries? Indeed, if only chairs 
and tables themselves could speak. 

As the viewer moves to the dining room, 
he. finds the same signs of hasty departure. 
Again, the cornposition in " Kumidor" (1985). 
~inted on two plywood panels, scatters the 
images towards the edges of th is nearlt square 
work : a red buffet with one cabinet-door 
open to reveal China qujvers so close to the 
top edge; an enigmatic white parrot on its 
Upright perch pulls the eye towards the lower 

left corner; three blue metal-back chairs sur
rounding the round dining table send the eye 
on a tangential trajectory to the right frame, 
perhaps beyond. 

Popo San Pascual, however, impedes this 
outward flight of the eye by providing teasers 
in the centers, for example, the couple of 
place settings atop the table with only one, 
(an empty plate holding a fork and a spoo,:i) 
appearing as having been used. Whoever sat 
to eat did not finish his meal because the 
Jazy-susan of the dining table still holds a plate 
of porkchop and potato. The viewer musing 
over these clues might concoct a story of a 
sailor suddenly summoned back .to his ship. 

Popo San Pascual orchestrates the viewer's 
emotional response with the same ease that 
he plays with compositional ru les. In "De 
Cola" (1985), the viewer looks upon a grand 
piano from the heights of chandeliers in a 
cavernous music room. The piano's proportions 
make this symbol of luxurious l iving dominate 
this square mural. By emphasizing physical 
dimensions, moreover, the artist succeed!!d 
in highlighting the piano as standing pathet
ically alone, in solemn solitude. The absence 
of the pianist adds to the pathos, especially 
since the piano's coverboard has been raised 
and the ivory keys exposed, awaiting the 
caress by the pianist's fingers. The viewer 
feels a heightened emptirress and longing 
bringing him down emotionally crashing 
to the pictured marble floor. 

Despite the bright colors, a measure of 
melancholia haunts the rooms described by 
Popo San Pascual with keen perception for 
details and. sharp sensitivity. There are rooms 
emptied by sudden departure of occupants. 
There are also rooms visited by misfortune 
or even by death. Nevertheless, the artist in-

"Sala", 1985. Oil on plywood, 

fuses some hope: the pianist might come to 
play a merry melody; or the sailor. to finish his 

lunch; or the smoker, to draw another puff. 
Who knows. 

"Pinto" (1985) puts the viewer strolling 
in a l\ospital corridor and lets him peep through 
a half-open door upon a bras . bed pushed 
to the center ot ·the .room. The bed.sheet 
had been removed exposing the colored mat
tress cover. The "wet", dripping, sloppy 111>
pearance of the paint applied by the artist 
bolsters the impression of the floor h11Ylng 
been splashed with water. This room-cleaning 
is _standard procedure after the ~tlerit has 
gone: dead perhaps or cured, hopefully. Such 
ambivalence i~ buttressed by the brass bed 
in bridging the chasm between the darkness 
of the wooden . floor end the whiteness of 
the wall. · 

A single crutch laid casually upon the seat 
of a dark mahogany gelllnera insinuates-that 
a Jame has walked away. Thus, "Bll'lgko" 
(1985) whispers this happy · event in muc!'t 
the same way that thousands of crutcl\es left 
by the wayside at Lourdes proclaim the miracu:.. 
Jous cures that have taken place there. 

F?r surcease from the infectious sadness 
of empty rooms, Popo San Pascual guides 
the viewer' to look outside: bright summer 
sunshine and blue skies can t>e seen there. 
This eKh(!rtation is crystallized in "Bintana" 

( 1985). whose transparent glass panes open 
· to the clear skies beyond the red tile roof 
of a neighboring house. 

The viewer can feel cooling t>reeze blowing 
in; suddenly. the sad empty ,room with the 
silent furniture is behind him. 

-8uddyFlfllll 
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IALATIAT AT LAT ASCA'S 
GRILLE ROOM 
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• Teresa Balatbat's ·recent exhibit at the 
Plnaglabanan Galleties at La Tasca's Grille 
Room in Makati it a study of mixed media 

•on paper. 

The 111nse of parody underlying the 
~inantly black, white and gray images. 
is created with a clever play of dimension. 

, The work_ "Vene,-ble Fuhrer" depicts World 
War ll's most notorious figure executed in 

- ,. ANAK NG LUPA'' Photographs 
by Rom~o M. Gacad. Hiraya Gallery, 
Mezzanine 

The Hiraya Gallery recently started a series 
of exhibition, featuring photographs of young 
Filipino photojournalists - a commendable pro
ject since· it is the only commercial gallery 
venturing in this area. Currently showing is 
Romeo Gacad's images of his hometown -
San Miguel, Bulacan - chosen from photo
graphs which,, according to a press release, 

1were "used as accompanying illustrations" to 
,the poetry of Gacad's townmate, Virgilio 
Almario in the book "Mga Retrato at Rek
werdo". The gallery was selling the book so I 
had the chance to go through it . .The printers 
di~ not do justice to Gacad's technically com
petent photographs; printed duo-tone, most of 
the images were misregistered. 

1 Romeo Gacad is young, not only in age bt,t 
mpre significantly in his career as a photo
;grapher. His ~orks still lack that edge, that dif· 
fer,ence that marks one photographer from 

...... another. Although he spent three years study
ing Visual Communication at the College of 
Fi119 Arts in UP, the photography courses there 

·"Seek C~ver" 

pencil and wax crayon on different planes. 
Comically out of proportion, the caricature 
nonetheless conveys the -hprror ·of Hitler's 
insanity. An uneven perspective is utilized 
in "Seek -Cover" where we have the dandified 
torso of a faceless hero taking aim at sculpted 
shadows that dodge easily out ·of'harm's way. 
The irony that the shadows look more real 
than their pursuer is not lost on the viewer. 

were never sufficient to prepare him for a pro
fession in photojournalism. He is for the 
greater part of his education in photography. 
self-taught. He has his models: Eugene Smith 
topping the list, Steiglitz, Ansel Adams, Irving 
Penn. From our local artists he could not name 
anyone offhand but he cited the pre-martial law 
photographers. 

Early on (actually _~ifh the beginnings of his 
San Miguel documeritar.y till the present) his 
standards crowded his memory bank: images 
by his heroes; images that -were examined, 
relished, analyzed fr~m books, ryiagazines, 
newspapers. He is, so fo speak, stjll at an 
embryonic stage - a very valid ph.ase in any 
artist's development. This is the time when·an 
artist takes pleasure in ·deriving lessons from 
the tried and the tested; this is the time when 
an artist takes his cu~s from the past: both 
from the tradition of photography and from his 
personal past. 

Gacad admitted to visualizing this set of 
wotks by recalling his childhood visits ·in the 
province - a reliance on a memor·t of his past· 
experiences melding wit0h stored images of 
how an admired master photographer treated 
the light and shadow on an old man's fa~e. the 

A Fine Arts grapuate of the Universi 
of the Philippines, Balatbat is a two-time 
AAP Gold Medallist in the printmaking catego. 
ry who innovated the-.ise of gel as an exten~ 
base of silkscrren paint. In "Perverse Notions" 
deft silkscreening · produces several disturbi~ 
renditions of the same brooding face, high. 
I ighti ng the print' s theme of" see-no-evil 
speak-no-evil, hear-no-evil", as the artist explai,
it. 

Balatbat's trademark device of broken 
lines is conspicuous and, here, effectively 
employed to create time distances. " The Line. 
up (2)" shows a foto transfer of a class of 
swimmers. The bodies of the atletes are at 

the very peak of strength, the faces aglo~ 
with expectancy. Yet rectangles of broken 
lines redefine space to produce a levelling 
factor-so that the high promise of youth a 
reduced to basic geometry. 

Says Balatbat, "An artist's work is personal . 
What people draw from it is purely incidental," 
What this young woman expresses, however 
is universally recognizable-· an age's ·bel: 
ligerence at its own misdirection. 

''.A Union of Black and White" catches 
Eve in the act of handing Adam the forbid
den fruit. The figures enclosed in a square 
are superimposed over the latest generation 
spawned by that first sin- deviates and revel
lers. In the same vein, we have images of 
running legs that go nowhere, flashes of w<1 

and violence. Classical figures which reprecent 
the past are detailed and precise, effective 
counterpoints to the cartoon or clone-like 
visages of contemporary man. 

Still Balatbat's works hang easily over 
the carpeted restaurant's narra table and 
leather-fitted chairs. Certainly they are excel· 
lent conversation pieces with their easy 
symbols, and comment that does not sting. 

.....M. Raquel Gonzalei 

depth and perspective of a landscape, or a 
composition of a still life - images indelible in 
his mind's eye, acquired through the course of 
educating his vision via the printed media. I will 
presuppose that Gacad's self-education was 

· culled from excellent reproductions of original 
works by the masters. For how else can we do 
a proper reading of "the beautiful" in an Ansel 
Adams landscape or the romanticism in a 
Eugene Smith Minamata photograph? I find ii 
ironic therefore, that when Gacad was given 
the rare opportunity to have his works pub· 
lished, they were reproduced miserably. I could 
not see his photographs in the book; what I 
saw were the printing errors committed on his 
work . 

I do not recall any specific reason why he 
agreed to exhibit his works in a gallery. Being a 
photojournalist he has already created images 
that have been exhiqited en masse. cropped. 
reproduced tenfold, captioned - exhibited as 
mere illustrations and never as images having 
their own independent power as a visual 
language as hinted by his works at the gallery . 
which was a prudent first attempt. 

- Judy Freya Sibayan 

PENGUIN PHOTOGRAPHERS 
At the CCP Small Gallery and Penguin 
Gallery Cafe 

The Penguin Gallery is, according to one of 
the exhibitors, a place where an artist can just 
'let go' of the conventions of his trade and 
express himself in any way he wants, the only 
lirnit being his imagination. This casual· 
approach is reflected in the works on exhibit 
at the CCP Small Gallery. An indication of the 
informal manner in which the exhibiting artists 
create is the diversity of methods. Some used 
classic black-and-white shots while others 
used polaroids and even foto-me shots. Some 
were good, some were bad. But the good, the 
bad and the ugly all contributed to a unique, 
interesting exhibit. 

Some of the more conventional works came 
frorn Chuck Ontal and Pol Magalona. Ontal 
included 3 black-and-white pictures taken from 
what seemed to be the set of the movie "Oro, 
Plata, Mata". Each picture seems to tell a story 
within the story. The costume and scenery 
evoke the ambiance of a more innocent age 
before we had nuclear bombs and · the Sex 
Pistols to live with. Pol Magalona' s pictures are 
good in the purest sense. They are pleasant to 
look at. No hidden meanings or political 
statements, at least not to my rather limited 
knowledge of art. It's a refreshing contrast to a 
lot of politicized art that we see so much of 
these days. 

If you were somewhere in the midwestern 
United States and stopped in one of those 
towns that freeways occasionally passed 
through you could see middle America up 
close. Of course if you go to the States you 
wouldn't spend your time driving through small 
towns unless you happen to come from one. If 
you would like to see what middle America 
looks like just park your pick-up at the CCP and 
look at Mark Gary' s pictures. They don't cost 

INSIDE VIEW: 
The Penguin Photographers 

T wasn't sure if the popcorn man would 
make it. SiK p.m. fourth floor, CCP, please be 
ready with your lighted stand, and make some 
of that pink popcorn and kropeck. 

Although he forgot the kropeck, he was 
there. I was happy, he was happy, and every
one was happy. Music, popcorn af]d beer -
just the right opening for the Penguin Photo
graphers Show at the Small Gallery. 

Ray Albano had set up grids on the walls, 
and there hung two years of photography
related work associated with the Penguin Cafe 
Gallery. Once more, Bernie A yson 's 11 Os with 
the floating guavas in a swimming pool were 
star attractions. Beside them Roy Lachica 's 
erased lighter-fluid images proudly stood by. 

It was a party of photographic images, 
straight silver prints, xerox works, manipulated 
Polaroids, frottages, and so many different ex
pressions made with the basic camera medium. 
Definitely not your regular camera club ex
hibition, there were no traces of sweet 

as much as a round-trip ticket but they capture 
the feel of those small American towns and 
bring you as close to middle America as you 
would want to be! Maybe even closer. 

Other notable works come from Cesare 
Syjuco and Agnes Arellano. Syjuco's work pro
vided me with my first encounter with mixed 
media. At first I didn' t know what to make of it 
and my initial reaction was, "What' s this?", 
but this bearded, bespectacled fellow was kind 
enough to explain mixed media to me and told 
me a little about the works. Armed with a bet
ter understanding, I looked at the work again. It 
looked better. I even liked it. And who was that 
masked man 7 Cesare Syjuco. 

Jt's amazing what a woman can do with a 
penis. Or a picture of one. From a single photo
graph of a penis, Agnes Arellano created fiv.e 

sunsets, soft-focused women or the poor beg
garman on the next corner. Instead there was 
an array of creative craziness dolie by the 
artists and camera. Possibly confusing, but 
definitely interesting and full of fun. 

Little kids from the CCP ballet classes scur-
' ried back and forth telling all their friends to see 

the show upstairs. They l::ouldn't help being 
curious about Agnes Areflano's series of erotic 
photographs - one giggle led to the next. 

Then there was Cesare Syjuco's collection 
of framed, sepia-toned, old found photographs. 
When he had the actual show at the Penguin 
Cafe, people would ask me, "Why would 
someone want to show somebody else 's old 
pictures?" I had no answer. 

- Ronnie Lazaro, the friendly " Boatman", dis
played his little strlps of Foto ID pictures star
ring himself with a net over his face. Credits 
were given to the Foto ID operator. Another 
Foto ID fan, Dick Daroy, made collages of cut
out colored necks from the same machine 
which were usually disposed of after the face 
was taken out. From afar they looked like some 
kind of w ild stamp collection. 

Santi Bose, who is currently probably eating 
a bagel in New York, participated through his 

different landscapes using pentel pens and a 
vivid imagination. Not only was it an amusing 
novelty, but it was also quite a work of art. 

Now we go to the neo-dadaist of the group, 
Michael Adams. Michael, who's got his hands 
into everything from business to writing, tried 
photography to make his statement about it, 
which is scribbled on the walls of the gallery 
next to his turds, snails and eggs, all captured 
in living color with his . · trusty Polaroid 
lnstamatic. For thO&e of us who have sensitive 
temperaments, those scribblings should best 
be left indecipherable. 

To sum it all up, my friend asked me how the 
show was. I told him it was interesting and. fun, 
but don't take it too seriously. 

Rosauro Carandang 

mixed media door-«rtwork ,with Gr~fl. /(i)titern 
flying over some Filipino kids. . _ , , ,. 

One didn't have to understand-anything ,.... 
no promises of finding the meaning of life after 
the show. Artists as photographers, photo
graphers as artists; there are more . than you 
imagine - Ray Albano, MichtJel Adam,s, Butr:h 
Perez, Nap Jamir, Tikoy .f',gui/u?_, Jqq q,ua, 
Mark Gary, Joey Mac,alino, Paul Maga(ona, 
Chuck Ontal, lge Ramos; Bobot Lota, .,Jun 
Domingo, Arnel·Agawin, Lee Aguinaldo, Je,n 
Marie Ricafort Syjuco and more. 

In the old times people coming to the cafe 
thought the exhibits were just part of the 
decor. After a while they noticed tl;,at the 
shows changed and the .whole atmasphere 
transformed with each ne"'( display. 

When I went home that night I slept well, It 
was all well worth it. Yes, definitely there was 
more to life than making the perfe(:t Carbonara 
dish for a guest. Good pictvres at the cafe 
gallery made all the difference. 

- Ami Mlciano 
Pengui11 Cafe Gallery 
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A COLLAGE OF ILLUSIONS 

l~aginary impressions on the closing 
mght of Jea~ Marie Syjuco's art exhibit 

by Felix Fojas 

Avant garde. Beatific . Chtonic . Dadaist . 
Euphoric . Mystical. Surreal. Words won't suffice 
in describing the indescribable events that 
transpired on the closing night of Jean Marie Sy
juco's art exhibit at the Sining Kamalig last June 
2. Aptly entitled Sleeper-New Works in Trans 
media, the show.ingeniously combined painting, 
sculpture and the performing arts to form a 
creative triad that regaled the audience with a 
unique sensory experience . According to Jean 
Marie, the word sleeper has a threefold conno
tation : I) space itself is a sleeper until the artist 
wakes it up; 2) the artist is also a sleeper since 
she has not exhibited her works for eons; and 3) to 
allude to the fact that the artist has worked over
time and slept in the gallery for three consecutive 
weeks , in order to beat the deadline . 

The closing night turned out to be an eye
opener through and through. A modest , intimate 
crowd of around 300 earthbound spirits showed 
up for the occasion, which was composed of a 
motl~y con&":egation of painters , sculptors, per
forming artists , literary writers, hangers -on , 
octogenarians, and extra -terrestrials - the likes 
of Ed Castrillo , Pacita Abad , Rey Veneracion, 
Celina Cristobal , Krip Yuson , etc . 

Syjuco's exhibit revolved on the principle 
of space continuum. She even went to the extent 
of using magic eyes or peepers as well - as a 
series of ladders to create the illusion that 
sp._i.ce is spaceless . Even her paintings were 
equipped with back projections to achieve the 
same impression of continuity in space . 

Cesare Syjuco, Jean's husband , presided over 
the op~~in~ ceremonies by spreading a map of 
the Ph1hppines on .the sidewalk just outside the 
gallery , on top of which he placed an alarm 
clock which rang at exactly 7 p .m . Simul 
taneously, based on a prior agreement , the visual 
artist Teresa Bargielska sang a song somewhere in 
the mosquito-infested jungles of Palawan ; while 
Teresa's husband, the abstract painter -sculptor Gus 
Albor , captured the sunset in Albay with his video 
camera . This one-of-a -kind orchestrated per
formance gave birth to the so-called synchronized 
art by long distance. 

Cesare, Teresa and Gus' combined act was 
followed by the astrologer -playwright Ed 
Cabagnot 's Still Life: jeddai Training (Invisibi1ity 
course through mind-body symmetry) in the red 
room located on the second floor of the gallery . As 
was expected , the curious guests queued and took 
turns in peeping thru a magic eye and watched 
with awe as Ed attempted to levitate , after 
assu'."in.g a classic yoga asana (posture) and 
med1ta'.ing f~r 30 minutes . Unfortunately, the 
only thmg which succeeded in lifting itself off the 
~Qu~d .was Cabagnot's winged metaphysical 
1maginat1on . 

This writer also contributed his share in the 
art show by reading Tarot and / -Ching cards for 
free . He was nearly trampled to death by a horde 
~f s~xy, superstitious women who were probably 
intrigued by the kilometric, hermetic title of 
his performance . Although this writer missed two -

thirds of the show , thanks to his marathon · 
fortune -telling session , he was able to record a ll 
the exci ting details of the closing night b 

. h' y concentrating 1s third eye on the astral plane , the 
plane of ilhsion. 

. Puring the early part of the show. Jean Syjuco 
~aid h~m ~ge to the presiding genie of art by utter
mg this invocat ion which she had previously 
composed while in an ecstatic trance: 

"These festivities are dedicated to the spi rit 
of the universal outlaw , no qual ifications, no 
distinctions govern these activit ies . T he spirit 
that presides here is an investigat ive spirit, a 
curious spirit, the spirit of chance, the spiri t of 
redemption, from spirits and spiri ts, from the 
tyranny of movemen ts . These even ing's 
festivities are dedicated to the sp irit of friend
ship and every joy that can be de rived from it." 

Michael Adams, self-appointed poet-novelist 
and honorary chairman of the Philippine Literary 
Arts Council, dished out a surprise number by 
isolating himself in a room and sitting non
chalantly with his bare behind on a thunder box , 
the British euphemism for a toilet bowl ; while 
holding an opened umbrella and reading aloud 
from a book on philosophy. His primeval grl!nts 
and constipated voice were piped out of the room 

So liman Cruz in exterior sequence 

vi:1 an intercom , a singular feat which attracted 
a host of frustrated voyeurs who observed his 
superb m astery of the phenomenological art of 
defecation . thru a peeper . 

Not to be outclassed, the arboreal epic poet 
Cirilo Ba utista allowed himself to be blindfolded 
by Jean, and led by Cesare from one corner of the 
gallery to another. Every now and then Cirilo 
stopped, removed his blindfold, peered thru a 

magic eye , and dictated instant poetry to Cesare , 
which the latter immediately ~rawled on an 18 x 
24 inch blackboard. True to his poetic savvy, 
Cirilo was able to conjure a dozen or so sur
realistic -symbolist limericks. 

The other colorful performers on the closing 
night of the exhibit included the painter-professor 
Judy Freya Sibayan, who stationed herself in the 
parking lot and casually perused piles and piles of 
art books, after building a wall of mud around 
her to symbolize man's inability to communicate 
with his fellowmen ; Agnes Arellano, Krip Yuson, 
Celina Cristobal and Georgie Ledesma, who 
stoically unfolded their Tn'vial Pursuits by playing 
an absurd word game in between swigs of lam
banog, to the musical ac~ompaniment of Jii;nmy 
Fabregas, who played his guitar improvisations; 
Betty May Piccio and Jorge Hernandez mustered 
enough energy to ,undergo a ritual in bed called 
Sweet Valent ine - a description of which is 
best left to the reader's erotic imagination. 

The art exhibit also featured the surrealistic 
antics of Alan Rivera , who wore a black robe and 
covered his face with a shroud. This peripatetic 
phantom glided all over the gallery, asking people 
such enigmatic questions as, "Who are you?" 
and "What is art?"; Rafael de) Casal donned a 
galactic costume designed by Badong Bernal 
and did his own thing , while th~ painter Jun
domingo fumbled with the knobs of his short-wave 
band stereo system to produce eerie, out-of
this-world static sounds. On the other hand, the 
polymorphous poet Ricky de Ungria rendered his 
lmprovitextions by randomly combining the 
succulent words from the menu and the guttural 
syllables of names taken from the guest book. 

The affair was climaxed by the performance 
of vaunted actor Ronnie Lazaro, who gamely 
officiated at a gory rite called Fear of Red II by 
cutting off the head of a live chicken and splatter
ing its blood all over his elegant barong Tagalog 
During his performance, Ronnie wore a headgear· .. 
fashioned out ~f wires and topped with a lighted 
100-watt Mercury bulb . The rest of the per
forming artists who graced the show were 

composed of Soliman Cruz, who painted on the 
window panes by wielding a waterhose like a 
brush; Ray Albano, who eagerly displayed his 
alter -ego-drop-box act; Joey Macalino, who did 
an excellent video coverage of the closing night , 
while wearing a grotesque mask ; and the Syjucos' 
daughter Nicky, who scintillated in a ballet 
performance which she had choreographed all 
by herself. 

To appease the hunger of her starving artist
friends , Jean Marie Syjuco distributed Survival 
Snack Kits and served Mongolian Hotpot, a spicy 

• soup whose esoteric recipe she had stolen from a 
mentally-retarded chef from Outer Mongolia. 

Jean Marie Syjuco's art exhibit dramatically 
,ended at the Penguin, a favorite watering hole 
among the disciplc:s of Bacchus along Remedios 
St. in the Ermita District . By any artistic 
standards, Syjuco's avant garde exhibit was a 
milestone here in the Philippines. To my mind, 
the only literary leviathan who was conspicuously 
absent during the closing night was no other than 
Alfrredo Navarro Salanga , who by then was still 
recuperating from an accidentally self-inflicted 
wound in the groin; and who was too busy com
posing his Terminal Sonnets in the antiseptic 
privacy of a hospital bed somewhere in Quezon 
City . A 
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A FIRST BOOK ON 
A MAJOR ARTIST 

CARLOS V. FRANCISCO: THE MAN 
AND GENIUS OF PHILIPPINE ART 
by Virginia Ty-Navarro and Paul B. 
Zafaralla 
Ayala Museum/Kansai Seminar 
House, Manila, 1985, 110 pp. 

by ALFRREDO NAVARRO SALANGA 

Any first book on a major artist is bound 
to raise great expectations and this first book 
on Botong is certainly no exception. Those 
who approach it in this manner are bound 
to be disappointed for this work is neither 
biography nor criticism. To be fair, · it wasn't 
intended to be either. And the truth of the 
matter is that neither the principal author, 
Ms. Navarro, nor· her co-author, Mr. Zafaralla, 
makes any claims to that effect, Ms. Navarro 
is a distinguished sculptor, besides, and 
while this seemingly new venture into writing 
may raise some quizzical eyebrows, expec
tations are not among those things that are 
bound to rise · as a result of her sal'ly. It is 
a totally different case, however, with 

MUSEUM IRREGULARITIES ? 
, :'l i . ,., 

~; . 
The " love . and . i~f.~e_s#tion for ar~ac~s, 

artworks, ahd other cultural items are almost 
non~xis.te'n't" 'among Filipinos pre~Urtld by 
'1teir · dailf. ~tniigle 'fot° survival. 

This, ~ming · tjon-iippreciation for art am;! 
• ···1 • 

qte . ~~~~! herit~_ge ·:~~ P.r~ctically. (or 
f,aguratively) 'allowed cobweb~ to grow at the . 
National Museum. " 
' Recently, the museum has been rocked 

~y ;ar'i'~)is ,kreguiati.ties rangirjg from. buying 
of fokt ,painti11gs ~d overpricing of artworks, 
to inadequacy of space to keep. and protect 
valuable artifacts: • ' 

\"\). . ' .. , 
.. At lfl,ast , qt,ree official~, particularly in the 

Art diwision. had been allegedly active in 
"under-the-table-negotiations" in selling and 
buying paintings. 

Only in April this year, informed sources 
at the museum disclosed that five paintings 
had been overpriced five to seven times their 
actual market values. 

A painting, . for instance, by artist Philip 
Victor entitled "Parik-Parik Pik Pik" was 

Mr. Zafaralla who has earned a reputation. 
as 'an art critic. His name is sufficient guarantee 
that some expectations are definitely bound 
to rise. As some pundits have observed: 
if a sculptor writes, he or she can be expected 
to chisel a memoir; but a critic is always 
expected to write criticism, 

Now a memoir is one thing and biography 
another. This, as Ms. Navarro explicitly states, 
is largely a memoir, a piecing together of 
memories . Most of the memories are hers for 
she was his devoted student at the University 
of Santo Tomas and, later, one of his closest 
colleagues and friends . But it is not just a 
compendium of Ms. Navarro's recollections. 
To , her credit , she has taken obvious pains 
to work in other people's observations and 
anecdotes. As a result, what we · have is a 
tapestry (so to speak) woven by family, 
friends and admirers. And as tapestries 
sometimes go, this one has been woven to 
honor Botong. Since it does him honor, it is 
bound to be uncritical. It is uncritical in the 
sense that it does not speak unkindly of the 
man, in fact does not dwell too long (or at all) 
on his faults or foibles . A biography would 
bot this is not, as we mentioned earlier. 
a work of biography. 

The book does, however, muster bio
graphical data . The flow of Botong's life 
can be traced as the memoirs into which 
these facts are intertwined in the retelling 
have been arranged chronologically. We ar.e 
therefore able to trace the man's footst eps, as 
it were, from boyhood to manhood . An intro
ductory chapter on Angono, the lakeshore 
town he grew up in and where he lived and 
worked most of his adult life, is followed 
by four other chapters . Coming of Age traces 
his family tree, his -childhood, the not too 
fruitful years at UP (he had to quit school in 
his senior year) , his courtship and marriage 

ISSUE 
bought at P25,000 when its price ran between 
P3,500 and P4,500 at the Museum of Philip
pine Art on Roxas Boulevard in Manila. Paint
ings done by unknown artists were also paid 
for by the museum from PS,000 to P30,000. 

Museum director Alfredo Evar;igelista, how
ever, denied reports that some paintings 
acquired by them had been overpriced and 
were poor in quality. He explained that all 
paintings for the museum passed "a rigorous 
screening" by an art ex perts panel. 

About three months ago, it was reported 
· that the museum bought a fake painting by 
artist Gabriel Custodio. Custodio, however, 
did not admit having painted "Muslim Bendor" 
after he throughly inspected it, sources said. 
- Officials on the other hand insisted that 

they had not bought the painting, adding 
that "the museum may not buy it at all since 
it has no funds to do so." 

Insiders Ievealed that a voucher had been 
made for the painting's payment and this 
had passed the Commission on Audit (COA) 
records." 

An artwork by National Artist Fernando 
Amorsolo, acquired together with Custodio 's 
painting, may yet turn out to be fake, the _ 
sources said. 

and the more fruitful academic interlude at 
the University of Sunto Tomas where he Was 
on the faculty togE!ther with Victorio Edades. 
another National Artist . Botong the Man treats 
of the maturing years and has some, albeit 
guarded, comments about ' false friends ' who 
took advantage of him and of his now classic 
naivete. The Artist and His Art is, pre. 
sumably, the thapter that ' s supposed to deliver 
the critique on his work but though it does 
t,ave a page each under the promising 
headings 'The Considering Eye' and · Artistic 
Concerns and Themes' the treatment in both 
instances is too terribly sketchy . Indeed. 
as a pundit may put it one day, possibly 
more terrible than sketchy or precisely terrible 
because sketchy and therefore totally un. 
deserved by the subject. A two-page con. 
eluding chapter that also dwells on Botong's 
having had a vision of his own funeral leads 
to a seventy-page section (practically the bulk 
of the book) entit led Legacy: A Botong 
Gallery. 

Reproduced are sketches, studies,. water 
colors, paintings and sections of the murals 
that gave him quite a distinct reputation. 
It 's a pity. though, that the murals can never 
be appreciated as they are incapable of being 
reproduced fully but what sections have been 
managed are no less breathtaking for the 
vividness of their deta il and the vibrancy 
of their colors. This section definitely is 
the book's rea!;u.1 for being . And , too. the 
chronology, the ca calogue and the bibliography 
that have been attached should also prove 
a collector ' s boon though not (in the case 
of the catalogue) complete . 

All in all , · then. it's a first book that can 
tend to disappoint if greeted with too much 
expectation . But if treated exactly the way 
it's supposed to be , as memoir and as pictorial 
catalogue, then just possibly satisfying . 

The museum is also saddled with space 
problems to sufficiently protect its artifacts 
and other valuable collections. Shotage in 
exhibit rooms has resulted in the loss of and 
damage to expensive items. Its failure to 
avail of the most practical and understandable 
form of disseminating scientific, cultural, and 
educational information has made the museum 
"almost an ineffective and incompetent insti· 
tution." 

In 1983, a COA report showed that museum 
development projects were · burdened with 
unnecessary expenditures totalling P200,239 
due to imp~oper programming of materials, 
weak internal control system, and uneconomic· 
al labor cost. 

Procurement system was characterized bY 
emergency purchases, overstocking, extrava· 
gance, overpricing and untimely purchases of 
supplies. Emergency purchases alone were 
found to have exceeded budget limitation bY 
Pl.06 million. 

Despite all this, nothing is being done to 
uplift the ··ondition of the country 's museum. 
CQmplair ;, by museum employess affected 
by these ,!ems have fallen on deaf ears ... 
and the ., Jtu tion has been lef t 2~ " troubled 
as it is." (W.N . YAMZONI 

LETTERS 

24 April 1985 

oear Editors: 

1 ot hold of the maiden issue of San Juan. I 
:ad it from cover to cover. I found it to be: 

/,reverent and impudent . 
overeager in its tone, trying so hard to please 
Almost pathetic ("We Publish Anything" in 

caps/ 
Insightful 
Stimulating 
Enjoyable. 

/ liked it! 
Give us more! 

Sincerely yours, 
Neomi T. Olivares 

May 13, 1985 

Sirs, 

Our department (Fine Arts/ here in Philippine 
Women's College, Davao City is in need of any 
materials in Fine Arts, · resource materials 
devoted to the enhancement of the visual arts. 
In this connection, I have read the magazine, 
and glad to say that yours is a very educational 

and informative one . . 
With these reason, I would like to inquire any 

information regarding the subscription of your 
"invaluable" magazine, and if there are any 
monetary payments required. 

I'm enclosing a . self-addressed stamped 
enveloped. 

Seryoso, eh? 
I hate myself for being this serious - BET

TER BE KILLED! 
AND BE DEAD, DEAD, DEAD! 
I was wondering if you had or have any plans 

of publishing any articles focused on the Davao 
artists, I'll be glad or damned to provide my 
assistance. 

I hope you could help me in securing a sub
scription, please help, arrrrgggh! 

Keep on! 

PAUL CORPUS 
5J-42, Dama de Noche St., 
Panorama Homes 
Buhangin, Davao City 

or· Fine Arts Dept., 
Philippine Women's College 
Juna Subd., Matina, 
Davao City 

My business address: 
EX/DOR 

Planet For the Church of Moral Decadence 

P.s. Your magazine is just as good as my 
moronic, idiotic and nincompoop personality, in 
short the self of my self is just as good as any 
anybody's self . 

June 7, 1985 

Dear Editors: 

I would appreciate it if you would send me your 
SAN JUAN bimonthly magazine. I understand 
that its free, right? Or is it just for the initial 
issues. Well, anyway, I still would like to 
subscribe even if its for sale. Just be sure to in
form me on the above add,:ess, I enclosed a 
self-addressed stamped envelope for your con
venience. 
And another favor if you don't mind, I would 
like to ask for the location map of Pinaglabanan 
Gallery because it's new to me and I would like 
to visit it one of these days. 

Thank you ...... 

Very truly yours, 

Emmanuel Linsangan Villariba, 
UST CAFA_._;:_s_tu_d_en_t ____ _ 

MAA CONSULTANTS INC. 

provides -advice on 

stockmarket i"vestments 

light manufacturing 

financial planning 

trading 

mining 

poetry 

the visual arts 

Rm. 110S Pacific Bank Building, 
Ayala Av~e, Makati 

Tels. SS-01-77 / 816-01..02 / 816-01°37 . 
SS-89-11 Locs. 278, 284, 285 

WHY SAN JUAN? 
BecaUle Juan AnDmo. Becaa• lu..a 

Ponce Enrile. 'BecMIN .Juan T....S1 
Became Juan Serrano, that 01-fated 14th 
century Spanilh Allor left by M ...... n~ 
me~ in the illand of Cebll to be---. 
and tattooed on hill mOllt deUceW pa"9 
by the restl- s,atiYeL BecaUle ~lop 
Juan. I 

Becauae, ·a1ao and pdnelpally 111,>, tile 
bimonthly'• office la in the ,........ 
town of San Juan, fonnedy of Rllal 
Province and now of Metro Mulb. 

And lutly, becaue, • *her _,., 
artist& are the antennae of the nee, -.., 
and • auch they are very macb Ilk• 'tlit 
celebrated Baptlat, the fonrunner -tile)' 
who offer their heads OQ a platter ... 
time they make art. 

SAN JUAN Is a blmoatblJ' m ....... ....,... ~ 
the vtaaa1 ma. H Is fffe. "- do ao& .. 7 _,. 
fonn of lecal teadn tn • .._. fadr ... IIIMll!l ._ .. 

u-,UcHed text 111d ._. *OIIN Ile 
aeeompanJed 'br a ..U-eddl.-• ..... ..-
81l'Hlope to - N1IUL Albertfro •• .. 
accept.cl at nomtnal na.. llNII ....... !Ill 
illClllbiN to SAM JUAB 151-lN,I". Anlliiaolt.: 
Sm Jum, Metlo llualla. · 

Editorial Board: Alfred A, YU50n, Marian Pastor_ 
Roces, Alfrredo Navarro Salanga. Cesare Syjuco. 

PlflOH fllc GIi llb•I ndt, In the '"unle#,pllUi, of 
Son Juan, M•tro MonU.. 
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PINAGLABANAN GJ\LLERIES 

Collecdon of Sculpture & Paintinp 

· will be on exhibit July 23 ~ Aug. 31 

,. 

Dan Raralio Agnes Arellano 
Danny Oalena Fernando Modesto 
Jaime de Guzman Joe Bautista 
Antonio Austria Lee Aguinaldo 

Augusto Albor Santi Bose 
Popo San Pascual Pardo de Leon 

152-154 J. ARELLANO ST., 
SAN JUAN 

OPEN TUESDAY TO SUNDAY 
1 PM-7PM 

TEL. 70-S3-18 

PINAGLABANAN GALLijRIES 

Sept. 13 - Oct. 13 

'-CH ROM A TEXT" 

Poem-Paintings, Holographs, 

And Other lntraMedia Works 
by the 

Philippine Literary Arts Council 

and poet-friends 

Gamino H. Abad 

Cirilo F. Bautista 

Alfrredo Navarro ~alanga 

Ricardo M. de Ungria 

Alfred A. Yuson 

Felix Fojas 

Cesare Syjuco 

Mario ,E(ic Gamalinda i 

Franz ~rcellana 

Agnes Arellano 

Michael Adams 

152-154 J. ARELLANO ST., 
SANJUAN 

OPEN TUESDAY TO SUNDAY 
1PM-7PM 

TEL. 70-53-18 

GALLERY CALENDAR 

AYALA MUSEUM 
Makati Ave .. Makati 

GALLERY 3 
(July 18-August 4) 
"A lay" oil and acrylic 
pqintings by 
Edgar Talusan Fernandez 

(August 3-10) 
"Cultural Det.our" 
Trip emphasizing the old 

· Manila scenes. 
Those who might be interested can get. in 
touch with Viajes Filipinas tor reservation: 
Tels.: 584685; 584625/584619 

CCP MAIN GALLERY 
Roxas Blvd .. Manila 

(June 21-July 28) 
Oil palnt.ings hy the Rlanco Family 

(August. 6-Septemher 61 
The Graphic Works of 
Ofelia Gelvezon-Tequi 

CCP SMALL GALLERY 

(.June 18-.July 28) 
"Story. Fantasy and Mythology" 
Narrative works of Ray Albano, 
Teresa Rargielska. tirilo Bautista. 
Ami Miriano. Nonon Padilla, and 
Cesare & ,Jean-Marie Syjuco 

(Augilst I-August 31) 
Water!'olor exhihit hy the members of 
The Khoshou Art Cluh 

·FINALE ART FILE 
Pasey Road. Makati 

(,Julv 16-.Julv 23) 
Cer~mic~ hy Ahueva. Queruhin, . 
Anakan. ,Jaime and Anne de GU?:man 

fAu1-,rust 16-311 
Malang. Soler. and Steve Santos 

(Sept. 3-Sept. 171 
Paintings hy Alfredo Liongoren 

UONGOREN ART GALLERY 
I I I New York St .. Cuhao 

IAu1-,rust 16-Septemher 6) 
c;rnup Show: Hahulan. Delotavo. 
Baens Santos, and Jess Abrera 

LUZ GALLERY 
448 E . de los Santos Ave. 
Makati 

f,July 7-August 4} 
"One over One" 
Print on textile by 
Manuel Rodriguez. Jr_ 

(August 7-September 6} 
Paintings hy David Garcia 

MUSEUM OF PHIL. ART . 
Roxas Blvd. Cor. T.M . Kalaw St. 
Manila 

(Tentative Group Show on 
August - September} 
'Museum Artists '85' 
Malang. Ang Kiukok. Alan Cosio et. al.. 

(October 3-31) 
Recent Works . 
Mars Galang 

PINAGLABANAN GALLERIES 
152-154 ,J. Arellano St. 
San ,Juan 

(September 13-0ctober 23} 
"Chroma text" 
Multimedia exhibit by poets of 
the Phil. Literary Arts Council 

PINAGLABANAN GALLERIES 
AT LA TASCA'S GRILLE ROOM 
The Grille R~om, La Tasca Complex 
Greenbelt Park Makat.i 

(July 22-August 30} 
Oil and· Acrylic paintings by 
Fram·esca Enriquez. Par.do de Leon 
and Popo San Pas!'ual 

ALL 
FIT 
TO 
EAT 

October 1985 

SAN JUAN 
I 

THE LIBERATED BIMONTHLY MAGAZINE OF 

Raymundo R. Albano Remembered 
Interviews of Ofelia Gelvezon Tequi & Nonon Padilla , 

WE 
PUBUSH 

ANYTHING 

ART • 

Reviews by Marian Pastor Roces, Alfrredo Navarro Salanga & Buddy Fanega 
Pinoy Graffiti i,i Pandy A viado Centerfold by Mario Eric Gamalinda 

Maurice Arcadio Returns with Vengeance in Verse! 




